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Is it two babies or one baby
Mr. and Mrs. Waltet Richard-
son, 427 W. Brooks rd., have
entered. They a r e twins,
Gerald and TetaId — or is
Terald and Gerald. Above,
left, is the pride and joy of
Annette J. Clark, 322 Tillman,
little Derek Wayne Clark,
while above, right, Carlos
Cartez Ayers, son of Mrs.
Joseph M. Foxx, 421 Lauder-
dale, attempts to convince
everyone he is a winner.
Big Baby
Contest is
underway
The Tri-State Defender's big baby
contest is drawing more and more of
Memtohis' babyhood best.
If you haven't entered your little
one, you should de so immediately be-
fore the contest deadline closes.
For complete information as to how
you can get your baby started in the big
festival, see instructions inside
this issue.
Get those baby photographs to us so
your little one can share in the chances
for big prizes.
Getting ready for
32nd Blues Bowl
The 32nd Annual Blues Bowl Game,
sponsored by the Beale St. Elks. will
come rolling in on Saturday, the 28th of
this month. The teams, not yet selected,
will be chosen by the Memphis Inter-
scholastic Athletic Association.
—TThp. game will be dedicated to the
memory of the late W. C. Handy, w h o
passed on in 1958 leaving black musical
heritage to the renowned Beale St. Han-
dy loved Beale street; the people loved
Handy and his music.
First
Black
Queen
Tennessee is making rapid progress
with its "firsts". November 3 election
witnessed the first Republican Governor
in Tennessee in 50 years and Novem-
ber 7 witnessed the crowning of the first
black to reign as Homecoming Queen in
the History of the University of Tennes-
see at Chattanooga.
The recipient of such an historic
honor was Miss Phyllis White 19 year
old Memphian and Sophomore at the
University.
As a part of the usual protocol, girls
were chosep to run for the coveted title
and secret ballots were cast.
Miss White was one of five candi-
dates seeking the honor. During Half-
time ceremonies of the Homecoming
game between University of Tennessee-
Chattanooga and Citadel University,
final tabulations were given to the Mas-
ter of Ceremonies.
The MC graciously and enthusias-
tically announced Miss Phyllis White
HOMECOMING QUUEN, 1970-71. She is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Willie
Woody. 1129 A Manassas. Majoring in
Elementary Education, Phyllis plans a
career in teaching. This is the second
of such honors for h e r. At Manassas
High School where she graduated, she
said concerning the event, "This is one
of the greatest honors in my life. It
seemed so unreal but it really happen
MISS PHYLLIS WHITE
MEMPHIS, '1 ENNESSEE — SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 14. 1970
Pictured above is Rev. D. E. Herring Jr., pres. M.K.C.O. and Har-
ry Strong, director, assisting with mood contributed by the Mal-
lorylKnights to Mrs. Notgiia and her three grandchildren, whose
mother is IU with a kidney infection.
Mallory Knights set
new Christmas drive
The 'Mallory Knights Chaniable Or-
ganization has officially opened its 19th
Christmas Fund Drive to help make
Christmas .more meaningiul to the poor
people and under-privileged children of
Mem phis and Shelby County.
Rev. D. E. herring Jr., president
said. it is getting close to CIFistrogis
and we are asking everyone to helplis
in our drive. With your help. think of all
the poor that will have something f o r
Christmas and we can all enjoy Christ-
mas with a peaceful mind."
Recently help was given to a white
family that could find no help elsewhere
other than the Mallory Knights.
Mrs. Laura Notgrass, mother of Mrs.
Bradley who has three children, called
the Mallory Knights Charitable Organiza-
tion with tears in her voice and said: "I
have called on churches, SUN. Welfare
Dept.. Salvation Army. Police Center.
and none was able to help her."
Mrs. Bradley. mother of three needy
children, has been in the hospital 14
times in 4 years. She has a serious kid-
ney infection.
Mr. Harry L. Strong, director of
AMC() stated that "there was no food in
the house and the children were hungry.
These people have to be fed: that is why
we continue our work for the poor peo-
ple." he said.
The Mallory Kiughts Christmas Bas-
ket Fund is asking you to feel charitable
this Christmas and send a contribution,
large or small to MKCO headquarters lo-
cated at 280 Hernando se
so. we urge you to send your tax de-
ductible contributions in right away. Mr.
Charlie E. Neal. business manager. said,
••1f you don't help us then we can't help
ihem ."
Carl Thomas, Stair recording vocalist,
is planning an acting career. The new
phase of Carla's life means that she had
to move from Washington, I). C. to
California. Between her point of depar-
ture and her destination her sentimen-
tality got the better of her and she
wound up spending a few days in Mem-
phis. Tri-State Defender entertainment
editor, Alex Stack. followed Miss
Thomas during her stay. Story and more
Pictures, See Page 14.
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On poverty program...
Poor people:
'Conspiracy'
Hundreds of poor people and sym-
pathizers met last week at a joint hear-
ing of the WOPC with City Council and
Quarterly Court at the Municipal Audi-
torium.
The purpose of the meeting was to
hear proposals for restrueting the Pov-
erty Program in Memphis.
Some sources labeled the meeting as
a clear evidence of the divisiveness in
the Black Community.
Father James Lyke, chairman of
the Memphis-Area Project South, p r e-
sented a petition which he said w a s
signed by 5,000 persons in support of a
plan prepared by a four-member com-
mittee.
The four-member committee co m -
posed of representatives from the Coun-
ty Court, the City Council, the War-On-
Poverty Committee and delegate agen-
cies has suggested a restructing plan
which has 45 members, as the former
board. (Rev. James Lawson and Coun-
cilman Louis Donelson are members of
the committee).
Father Lyke presenting his petition
said, "To terminate the program either
temporarily of permanently would des-
troy our confidence In the city' desire
and ability to end the causes • of pover-
ty."
Although opposing faction of the re-
structuring plan attempted to keep Fa-
ther Lyke from approaching the plat-
form. he was finally allowed to -q)eak.
Factions against t h e restructure
have charged some 0E0 officials and
local officials with conspiracy toward
making gt.i ei the anti-poverty war less help-
ful to poor and a source of political pa-
tr 
.
One of the contingencies is voiced
in a recent letter to Dr. C. C. Hum-
phreys, president of Memphis State. with
reference to Memphis State's sponsor-
ing the NYC. The letter, signed by Jam-
es Wilson, Chairman of the Poor Peo-
ple's Coalition, read in parts:
"Members of the Poor People's
Coalition are fully prepared to present
you with documented evidence that the
restructure of the NYC and all Mem-
phis 0E0 projects are already 'politi-
cal and partisan footballs.'
"We further charge that a conspira-
cy exists in this diabolical scheme to
takeover the 0E0 programs from the
Black and the Poor and place them in-
to the hands of the establishment.
"In all fairness to yourself, the uni-
versity and particularly the Black and
the poor people, please grant us an im-
mediate interview so that you will know
the facts."
It was reported that during the
hearing last week facts were presented
that opened the "eyes" of many offi-
cial-.
In a recent news conference Rev.
Ezekiel Bell said the poor wants t
keep WOPC as it is. and that charges
made against persons who have taken
part in the conspiracy can be up held.
Washington Butler, ousted director
of WOPC stated, "We are not concern-
ed with peanlizing individuals for their
mistakes — Courts will render a deci-
sion and it will be reflected in the eco-
nomic impact in the community."
In an interview with the Tri-State
Defender, Rev. H. L. Starks, Director of
North Memphis Area Project. said, "If
it takes restructuring that is what we
should have."
As the program now stands. R e v.
Stark is in accord with the four-member
committee that it should be restructed.
Efforts are being made to restruc-
ture the Poverty Program under a new
name — Community Action Program.
Opposers to this have clearly indi-
cated that they want Mr. Butler rein-
stated and the program as it was be-
fore.
The Poor People's Coalition will an-
nounce later its plans if City Council and
the Quarterly Court do not rule favorab-
ly on the proposal.
The WOPC suspended most of its
operation on Oct. 30 leaving a small
number of employees in charge of phas-
ing out the program.
Thurman Gray, former staff mem-
ber of the now defunct WOPC, is direct-
ing the phase-out project.
Edward J. Harris formerly Reporter
and newscaster for W II B Q TV .AM
and FM has now taken the job of News
Director for WDIA Radio, Mr Harris
will replace Roy West. He graduated
I rom Tennessee State University in
Nashville wit ha B. S. Degree in Po-
Sfience, is a member of Sigma
Deei ('ti Journalism Society: National
•crati, n of Comniiini;tion specialist:
National Association of Television a n d
Radio Announcers; Memphis Metropoli•
tan Area Council on Youth Opportunity
(Recently appointed by Mayor Leob;
Black Newsmen's Association and a
Former Photography lnstructior under
title I Education Act.
Needed: A more fitting tribute to Dr. King
By WALTER L. LOWE
Every age has its heroes, its
martyrs a n d its prophets. They a 11
leave their indelible inprint on t h e
sands of time. And history records
their deeds in inspiring rhetoric. The
20th century is no exception. It is
a shining example of the height to
which Men can rise in the cause of
suffering humanity. When a definitive
history of this eta is written, t h e
names of two great men, aiming
others, are bound to stand out as in-
comparable Crusaders for justice and
freedom, and who in the process suf-
fered martyrdom. That's Mahatma
Gandhi whose theory and practice of
passive resistance eventuated in free-
ing the Indian masses from the claws
of the British Lion.
the other was Martin Luther'
King, Jr., who sacrificed his life on
the altar of freedom — freedom for
all men. He came on the scene at a
propitious moment, when the ques-
tion of racial justice was stirred with
a passion and intensity never before
displayed in American history.
America was at the crossroads.
The nation's highest tribunal h a d
swept aside the "separate but equal"
opinion of 1896 whose implications
and application made the Negro a
second-class citize n. The court's
1954 landmark school desegregation
decision stunned the South and t s
leaders began massing their forces to
resist compliance with the new
j
T h e Montgomery bus boycott
catapulted King into the center of the
epic struggle for recognitition a n d
equal justice. It was the confluence
of time and place that helped to
dramatize his role in the movement
for final emancipation of the Ameri-
can blacks.
He had the tools with which to do
battle against the enemy. He had the
gift of eloquent speech and an indom-
itable courage — two indispensable
attributes to forceful leadership. Jail-
ed nine times and finally felled by an
assassin's bullet, King pointed t h e
way to the solution of America's
racial dilemma. He was the first
black man in American history w h o
had the courage of his conviction to
defy what he called the country's
"unjust laws."
Throughout history utopian
dreamers, often fantastic in their
altruistic efforts, have neverthless
fought in the vanguard of social pro-
gress. They are charged with a di-
vine unrest which is not satisfied un-
til they have settled upon the pfos-
pect of the ideal world.
They envision a society purged of
the evils they abhor. Their Utopias
known no poverty, pain or persecu-
tion Their perfect communities, of
course, remain a beautiful dream.
have succeeded far better than they
knew. since in stirring the imagina-
tion of many thousands they have ini-
tiated movements for reform which
DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.
part of their Utopias down to earth.
"The Utopian dreamers of social
in time have brought at least a good
justice." William James. remarked,
"are analogous to the saint's belief In
an existent kingdom of heaven. They
help to break the edge of the general
reign of hardness, and are slow lea-
vens of a better order".
Anatole France, a keen critic of
human foibles, was even more posi-
tive in his estimate: "Out of generous
dreams come beneficial realities.
Utopia is the principle of all progress
and the essay into a better future".
King had dreamed of an America
free of institutional prejudice. An
America in which black and white
men and women would live in peace,
harmony and goodwill. An America
in which all the citizens would pour
their energy in a cooperative to fash-
ion out and achieve the goals of
democracy.
The ideal of a society uncoerced
by, the rule of force has always ap-
pealed to certain free spirits. This
much is true: every battle for free-
don has resulted in expansion of hu-
man rights. The recoil from witch-
hunting led to religious tolerance.
Colonial rebellion ended in national
independence. In 1835 Garrison was
mobbed for being an Abolitionist; 30
years later the Thirteenth Amend-
ment removed slavery from the land.
Each of these gains was achieved
only after a long and hitter struggle.
men and women fought for them
step by stej. year after year, usually
at great personal sacrifice.
King was driven i” real if eon
science a n d hy a strong social idea
lism ile was a reformer a crusader
who dedicated his life to the greater
Rood of all the people While t h
frontier of the freedon he sought to
extend did not materialize during his
brief life, he made the white power
structure aware of the urgency to im-
prove the status of the exploited and
underprivileged poor.
He towered over all other leaders
in the civil rights movement by vir-
tue of h i s extraordinary spiritual
zeal and his incomparable eloquence.
In h i s book "Why We Can't
Wait," Dr. King describes the explo-
sive conditions of the t i m e. He
writes:
"For the first time in the long
and turbulent history of the nation,
almost one thousand cities were en-
gulfed in civil turmoil, with violence
trembling just below the surface.
"R e miniscent of the French
Revolution of 1789. the streets h a d
become a battleground, just as they
had become the battleground, in the
itt3fis, of England's tumultuous Char-
tist movement. As in these two rev-
olutions, a submerged social group.
propelled by a burning need for jus
tire, lifting itself with sudden swift
ness, moving with determination and
a majestic scorn for risk and dan
ger, crated an uprising so power
rid that it shook a huge sormil from
its comfortable base."
Rut the great leader used h
eloquence to counsel the pP0pI•
away from physical battle, but to
move resolutely, to press for
redemptive action at the conference
table, matching logic against inde•
fenisble mores.
And it was this pleading. this
exhortation to reason and his march-
es and fervent prayers that saved
America from the horrors of a
bloody revolution.
Again to quote from his book:
"Man was horn into barbarism
when killing his fellow man was a
normal condition of ex.stence. Re
became as abhorrent as ealint; 9-poth-
er s flesh,
"Nuns lolence. the answer to the
Negroes' need. may become the an-
swer to the most desperate need of
all humanity."
This man was an inspiration not
only to black America, hut to white
America as w:11. And the Peace
award given him by the Nobel Prize
Committee was in recognition of Dr.
King's broad pleading on behalf of
suffering humanity at large. Such a
man deserves more than a street IN
a segregated black ghetto named af-
ter him. By all measures of assess-
ment of his sacrifice and selfless de-
votion, Martin Lather King. Jr., de.
‘et vet a monument to his some,
erected on one of the broad aviliges
where all men can be reminded if
a Mack man who gave his Mk ihst
others might live iu peace and spiri-
tual fellowship.
-r
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BUSINESS
BLACKTALK
Mortgage Opportunities, sc., a nos-profit
corporation established as a telling conduit
for a new program of the Federal National
Mortgage Association. Named as use of the
initial lea FNMA loan correspondents, was
Mr. Lawrence A. Westley of Supreme Mort-
gage & Beaks Co. The program was funded
by with a 810,000 grant and Ford Foust-
During the last decade
"Black" was considered as
very Beautiful, and from the
looks of things it seems that
during the early part of this
decade for the chosen few
Black will be extremely pro-
fitable. This seems to be
rather paradoxical in this
period of recession, where
the cost of money is an all
time high, large corporation
closing down various plants
in the country. It isn't as
paradoxical as it may seem.
with federal Grants and
Foundation Grants. the Black
Entrepreneur avoids many of
t it e obstacles facing white
Entrepreneurs. A good exam-
ple of a program to aid Black
Entrepreneurs' get "t heir
piece of the economic pie"
was the announcement of a
new program of the Federal
National Mortgage Associa-
tion (Fannie Mae) designed
to develop additional mort-
gage bankers among racial
minorities and to stimulate
nationwide inner-city mort-
gage lending.
Named as one of the initial
ten FN'MA loan Correspond-
ents, was Mr. Lawrence A.
Westley of Supreme Mort-
gage & Realty Co. Mr. West-
ley has undergoes Intensive
training at the FNAM re-
gional office and has exten-
sive prior business experi-
ence.
Mortgage 0 p p ortunities,
Inc., a non-profit corpora-
tion has been established by
FNMA to serve as a fund-
ing conduit for the program.
Fannie Mae has granted the
new corporation $100,000 and
the Ford Foundation on
Oct. 30 announced it has ten-
dered the corporation a loan
of $500,000.
The Tri-State Bank of
dation on October 3, temdered a loan of
$500,040. Shim's above from left to right ale
Louis Winsiet, Deputy Vice-President, Ford
Foundation; Lawrence A. Westley, Secre-
tary-Treasurer, Supreme Mortgage a n d
Realty Co., Inc. Oakley Hunter, president,
National Mortgage Association and Buxton
Cook President, Mortgage Opportunities, hoc-
Memphis has provided Mr.
Westley with a line of credit
for warehousing the mort-
gages that he originates and
Marx and Bendsdorf, Inc.,
will provide supplementary
technical assistance to him.
In announcing the new
FNMA program Hunter said.
"This whole program had its
genesis in a single letter of
inquiry to FNMA by a young
black businessman who want-
ed to know how he, and oth-
ers like him, could receive
assistance in establishing a
business to provide financing
for housing in minority com-
munities.
"The beneficial impact of
this program has already
been demonstrated by the
fact that before the project
was begun there were only
eight m i nority mortgage
bankers in the United States.
The ten co rrespondents
sponsored by FNMA, plus
three other minority busi-
nessmen that FNMA assisted
in becoming FHA fully ap-
proved mortgages, repre-
sent a 150 per cent increase
in minority representation in
mortgage banking. This rep-
resents only the direct im-
pact of FNMA's entering in-
to this area of encourage-
ment of minority enterprise.
The indirect impact cannot
be measured specifically, but
we believe that FNMA's ac-
tions have encouraged many
times the number of loan
correspondents we have of-
ficially launched and that a
much greater number of mi-
nority entrepreneurs have
benefited from the encour-
agement and technical sup-
port we have provided. As
FNMA loan correspondents
in selected cities, the busi-
nessman will originate mort-
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gage loans under the spon-
sorship of FNMA. and will
concentrate on channeling
mortgage investments into
large metropolitan areas
densely populated by minori-
ty groups."
The directors of Mortgage
Opportunities. I n c , are
FNMA officials who serve
the new corporation without
pay. They include Frank W.
Pence, chairman, and Bux-
ton Cooke, president.
The Greater Middle Baptist
Church Celebrated its Annual
Women's Day, Sunday •Nov-
ember 1, 18'10 at 3:00 p.m.
The church is located at 2455
I.amar Ave. with B.L. Hooks,
pastor. The guest speaker for
the day was Dr. Mary 0.
Ross, listed is Who's Who
Among American Women."
Mrs. Mary Olivia ROSS, wife
of the late Reverend Solomon
D. Ross, and pastor of Shiloh
Rastist Chursh located in De-
troit, Michigan, graduated
from Spellman College a n d
also is the president of the
Women's Convention Auxili-
ary to the National Baptist
Convention.
Mrs. Menrose Bolton, graduate of B. T. W. High School
and Tuskegee Institute has completed her Dietetic Intern-
ship at the Veterans Administration Hospital, Hines, /Wools
and has been awarded a positioe as Assistant Dir. of Food
Service at St. Catherines Hospital located in South Chicago,
Indiana.
Austin elected 1st
black state secty.
By. M. B. ('AMPFIELD
i.psl I. senerstaclu, Newepaper)
DETROIT — History was
made here this week. United
States has its first black
Secretary of State.
Richard Austin, Wayne
County auditor chalked up
an impressive plurality in'
Tuesday's elections to sound-f
ly defeat his white opponent,
Emile Lockwood, 60, a Re-
publican.
'He's won, it's official,''
Longworth Quinn, editor of!
the Mich igan Chronicle!
told the Sengstacke news- I
papers, "although all of the
votes have not come in."
Austin, whose firm is the
accountant for the Sen;
stacke newspapers, had been
conceeded victory, according:
to veteran election oNsapvers,l
because he was leading 736,-
000 votes to Lockwood's 636,-
000 in the "outstate area!
late Wednesday.
"Anyone coming into
Wayne County with that lead
is a winner," they agreed.
Austin, 57, attributed the
overwhelming vote of con-
fidence accorded him to the,
"many volunteers, black and
white, who were active in I
my campaign. And especial-
ly to the retiring incumbent, I
Secretary of State James M. r
Hare," who supported and
counseled him in the entire
campaign effort.
Austin's career is replete
with firsts. He is Michigan's
first black certified public
accountant and had the en-
dorsement of the State Dem—
ocratic Party as well as that
of labor and most of the
news media.
President of Austin. Wash-
ington and Davenport CPA
firm, Austin has pledged'
HERFF
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himself to follow the course
set by Hare.
"He has been a capable
administrator and I hope to
build on what he has been
able to accomplish in the
areas of traffic safety, and
elections," Austin said.
John Shine (right) from Carver High is con-
gratulated by Carver's band director Her-
ma. Rankin (left) and Saul Kaplan on his
James• Huger
elected to
Ch. Commerce
DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. —
James H u g er. Business
Manager of Bethune-Cook-
man College has been elected
to the Daytona Beach Area
Chamber of Commerce for
a term of three years, start-
ing January 1, 1971 through
December 31, 1973.
Mn, Huger, a native of
Tampa, received his B. S.
degree from West Virginia
State College and a Master's
degree from the University '
of Michigan. He is a mem-
ber of several organizations,1
among these are: Elks,
Masons, S h riners, Social '
Engineers, West Side Busi-
ness and Professional As-
sociation, and Alpha Phi
Alpha Fraternity.
ha ,
selection to McDoaald's All-American Rand
as one of the nation's most talented music-
ians.
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Pais $
Church leader travels abroad
Missionaries
will meet
The South Memphis Dis-
trict Missionary Institute
will meet Nov. 9 at 10 a.m.
at Whites Chapel A.M.E.
Church.
The lesson will be direct-
ed by Mrs. Lucy Archibald.
The Subject is "A Message
and a Mission."
Parliamentary usages will
be conducted by Mrs. Eula
Fisher, and Discipline by
Mrs. Beardin and Rev. M.
V. Reed.
Mrs. M. R. Todd, preki-
dent, and Mrs. V. A. Sher-
man, reporter.
• • •
CHURCH OBSERVES
HARVEST CELEBRATION
T h e Martin Memorial
Temple C.M.E. Church an-
Celebrated its annual Har-
vest Day Sunday Oct. 25.
Rev. Paul Fowlkes. pastor
delivered the morning mes-
sage.
Speaker for the afternoon
services was Rev. P. E.
Brooks of Mt. Tipton C.M.E.
Church of Covington, Ten-
nessee.
William H a wkins—Chair-
man and Miss Marie Brad-
ford, co-chairman.
CLUB SPONSORS
HONOR DAY PROGRAM
The Pastor's Aid Club of
the Mr. Pleasant M. B.
Church is sponsoring an
Honor Day progiam for its
president Mrs. P. Hunter at
Oak Manor, 1159 North Man-
assas.
The event will take place
Nov, 15, 1970 at 3:00 p.m.
Rev. J. M. Henderson is
pastor.
Porter has
open house
An open house program
highlighted the observance
of American Education Week
which was held at Porter
Jr. High School recently.
The American Education
Week theme. "S hope
Schools for the 70's" was im-
plemented with participa-
tion from the PTA, musical
talent of former students,
community resource per-
sons and retired teachers
as special guests.
Bishop J. 0. Patterson
of Pentecostal Temple
Church of God in Christ
was the guest .speaker. Mu-
sical selections --were ren-
dered by the David Flagg
singers, Mrs. Rosetta Peter-
son, Mrs. Jacqueline Satter-
field, Russell Wilson, the
school's band and glee club.
Bishop Shelton to
Eurasia and Africa
The world's largest Apos-
tolic Faith Church, The
Church of the Lord Jesus
Christ, bids- its Apostle and
General Overseer, His Emi-
nence, Bishop S. McDowell
Shelton, Godspeed as he
broadens the horizons of
the Church and makes his
annual evangelistic tour to
Europe. the Middle East
and :Africa.
Bishop S. McDowell
Shelton was received in
Burssels by His Excellency,
Mr. John S. D. Eisenhower
(former President Eisen-
hower's sony who is_ _pow
U.S. Ambassador in Bel-
gium. The Bishop also had
important talks with leaders
of E u rope Cornmnuities
whose head offices are in
Brussels. and he had the
opportunity to speak .to
listeners of Radiodiffussion
Beige.
From Brussels. Bishop
S. McDowell Shelton flew
to Rome where he met
His Excellency, Mr. Gra-
ham A. Martin. U.S. Am-I
hassador in Italy. T h ef
Bishop visited the building
of the Vatican Broadcast-1
big Service conducted by
Mgr. Pere Stefanizzi, Man-
ager of this service. }Es
Eminence, Bishop S.
Dowell Shelton was invited1
by Mgr. Giagomo Martin to ,
be present to the general
audience granted by Pope:
Paul VI on October 7.
The Apostolic Church's
leader received Don Virgilio
Levi, Segretario di Reda-
alone of L'Osservatore RoJ
mano, the only newspaper'
of the City of the Vatican
which is the unofficial voice,
of the Catholic Church.
His Eminence flew from
Rome to Addis Ababa.
Ethiopia, where he was
received in the Imperiall
Palace by His Majesty
Haile Selassie to whom
Bishop presented a medal-
lion offered by the Church
of the Lord Jesus Christ
of the Apostolic Faith.
Bishop Shelton explained
to Emperor Haile Selassie
the doctrine of the Apostolic
Church and informed him
about the Whole Truth ra-
dio network.
Ethiopian newspapers re-
ported on their front page
Bishop's visit to His Im-
perial Majesty. Ethiopian
radio and television service
also reported it.
His Eminence. Bishop S.
McDowell Shelton, flew to
Nairobi, Kenya. to meet
the Vice President and his
wife, Mrs. Ernest Kalibala
of TAW Leasing Company
who are • assisting in the
construction and develop-
ment of African industries.
and the end product which
will mean more employ-
ment and higher stand-
ards of living for t h e
African p e o pie of the
East and West. His Emi-
nence gives support to the
program and also pledges
the support of the Church
of the Lord Jesus Christ
in concern for African
welfare.
In Addis Ababa, Bishop
Shelton met the highest
personalities:
Monseigneur I. Abouna,
Head of the National Ethio-
pian Church
Dr. Aklilu Habte, Pres-
ident of Haile Selassie I
University Hi
s Eminence Bishop S. McDowell Shelton
Mr. G a r dner, General and 
His Imperial Majesty Haile Selassie.
I —
Secretary for Economics i -
Committee for Africa
Mr. Dialo Telli, General
Secretary for Organization
of African Unity.
Mr. William 0. Hall, U.S.
Ambassador in Ethiopia
In interviews and audienc-
es, His Eminence, Bishop
S. McDowell Shelton, was
able to explain the doctrine
and practices of the Church
of the Lord Jesus Christ.
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510"off any purchase of 5100" or more
FREE Gift lust for coming in
Perrigo Discount Furnitur•
AND APPLIANCES
3-Room Houseful Dining Room, Living
Room & Bedroom S233.00
Mattress & Box SpringE
S16.95 each & up
VVe also have good used Furniture
••••••••• PERRIGO'S •..i......
3108 N Thomas 367 2051
• • • • • •
You need a friend now.
They're all so far away
Call, get tender comfort
cause it been a long hard day.
• • • • • •
Dial your lovin' phone calls when lone distance rates are lov,
tonight and all weekend long.
South Central Bel
Emperor of Ethiopia.
0 FREE
QUALITY
STAMPS
FINE ART REPRODUCTIONS
Enhance your home with lovely dec-
orator groupings. 120 beautiful,
brush-stroke embossed fine are repro-
ductions to choose from — in a choice
of sizes! Free! And get handsome dec-
orator frames to match — at up to
50% savings at the Art & Frame fair!
23 different frame designs to choose
from!
REDEEM YOUR
COUPONS NOW
The mailman recently brought you
a series of coupons redeemable for
3600 free quality stamps plus 12
FREE ART PRINTS. Your nearby
BIG STAR invites you to redeem
your coupons where the prices are
right and the clerks are polite .
BIG STAR!
FRESH FROZEN
TENDERLOIN
TROUT
SPARE
LEAN & MEATY 9t1
FLORIDA
ORANGES
SUPER RICH]
SEMI-BONELESS 79
HAM
JONATHAN
APPLES
BOINTY
TOWELS
2 Jumbo Rolls
°
PRICES EXPIRE SAT Nov 14th
423 fr Cleveland
5990 trvvv 5) SOuth
1500 S Lauderdale
213 1 rays°, Ri.o
2833 i_anal, A.•
3561, Pall, Ave
3200 Parkons Ra South 2464 Poplar A.,
4770 Poolai Ave. 3473 Summit A.•
4780 Summer Ave
••••••
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Hamilton High news
This is Beverly Williams
and Vontyna Noel bringing
you the latest happenings
around our "Supercool
School".
ACIVITIES
This week our Home Eco-
nomics Department had a
fashion show sponsored by
the Simplicity Pattern Com-
pany. Some of the styles
modeled were the Mini,
Maxi, Midi, and the /Alai.
The beautiful models were
Velma Rankins, Cathy Ath-
kins, Beverly Jones, Debra
Lewis, Zola Flowers, Dor-
othy Frison, Patricia Wil-
liams, Jeanette Edwards,
Vontyna Noel and Larry
Stevenson. And ee. Hamil-
ton, congratulate our fine
Home Economics Teachers
for having such a fine pro-
gram.
On Saturday, October 31,
our Majorettes, Twirlers,
and a few of our Porn Porn-
mers helped John Jay Hook-
er campaign. Some of o u r
boss bold P o m Pommers
were Debra Harrison, Velma
Rankins, Vanessa Williams.
Pamela Alexander. and Mary
Peppers. Our high-stepping
Majorettes were Sharlene
Hardin, Alma Jo Black,
Kimberly Bridges, Myra
Hudson, Linda Turner, Vivi-
an Thomas, Vanessa Bo-
wens, Judy Hohnes, Gwenda
Gilstrap, Bridgette Jones.
Elaine G r e ene, Beverly
Wells, Shelia Mitchell, Debra
Boyd, Phyllis Waddell, San-
dra Griffin, Judith Bur-
ford.
November 6, the High-Y
Club had their annual pro-
gram. The guest speaker
was Matthew M. Jenkins
Jr., Executive Director of
Glenview Y.M.C.A Their new
queen this year is Gewn
Lawson. Other members of
this club include Michael
Scott, Brunette Echols, Ed-
ward Herron, Rhonda Herron
Raymond Tate. James
Scott, Gregory Jackson, Mel-
Burns, William Yates.
Clarice Stevens, Joan Ten-
nial, Eunistine Webb.
SPORTS
The Hamilton Wildcats
were able to coast to victor,'
over Overton 28 to 6 at the
Farigrounds Stadium. Some
of our players that helped
succeed this defeat were John
Williams, Joe Fred Cooper-
wood, Larry Scruggs, Mi-
chael Ford, Daryl Hudons.
Michael Miles. Randy Strick-
land. Jerry Rhodes, Love
Powell. and Larry Steven-
Wald 414 
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OVERNIENT DELIVERY
$16 95 for 1st 100
$7 50 erich <additional 50
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BABY
CONTEST
SUBSCRIPTIONS
The 1970 Weekly Baby Contest Ballots will be counted
as five votes each. Bonus votes niay he made according to
the following schedule:
I. For each one-year subscription to the Tri-State
Defender sold $6 each, 200 votes will be recorded.
2. For each 6-month subscription sold $3.50 each.
100 votes.
3. For each 3-month subscription sold S1.75 each.
50 votes.
Please enter inc subscription to the Tri-State Defender
and credit Baby 
 
 with Bonus Votes.
I want to subscribe for: (check one)
( ) 1-year--$6.00 (200 votes) 1 1 ear
( ) 6-- mon ths--$3.50 (100 votes) 6 N
( ) m on t hs-- SI -75(50 votes) 3 1los.
Ple.aee send to:
NAME
1I)DIIESS
CITY STATE /II' CODE.
Enclose check or money order and mail to:
Baby (:ontest Subscriptions
Tri-State Defender"
P. (), Box 311
Icniphis, Tennessee 38101
no am nes on nu am as an nes 'Ns on nu is is ma En no um nis
son Congratualtions.
Wednesday, November 4,
the basketball team scrim-
maged Germantown in the
Wildcats den. Some of our
high point men were Eddie
Bailey-28 points, Robert New-
man-21, J. Hunt 19, Clint
Jackson-17 and Marcellus
Tisdell-15. Yes, they are
getting it togliether in their
big bad blue and white.
CLUB NEWS
Ambassadors B a 11 is
December 28. and tickets
are only $3.50, couple
or single. It's go-
ing to be the best yet, so
be there. Invitations are sold
by any Les Jeune Dames or
Ambassador members. And
they are Michael Scott, Rob-
ert Hill, James Hayes,
Gary Harris, Napoleon Brig-
gs, Dwight Fondren, Michael
DeBerry, Ronald Smith.
Zina Jackson, Harold Gar-
ner, James Walker. Robert
Oliver . Ronald Saunders.
Some of the young ladies
are Denise Baits, Alma Jo
Black, Maria Bradfield, Rita
Bradfield, K i m Bridges,
Phyllis B r own, Brunetta
Burns, Joyce Garner, Doris
Holmes. Yvonne Howard,
Rosalind Johnson, Denise
Keys, Carlotta Larry, Vontyn
Noel. Debra Prewitt, rene
Powell, Marsha Swanigan,
Rita Smith, Rhonda
Steinberg. Carolyn Stone,
Ella Perino, Velma Ran-
kins,' Karen Seymour, San.
dra Griffin, Andrea Simp-
son, Sandra Waller, Beverly
Williams, Patr icia WU-
hams, Beverly Woods, Lena
Woods, Yvette Herron. Other
men are Robert Small,
Alber Gunn. Gregory ells.
Ronald Daniel, and William
Warr.
COOL CATS ON CAMPUS
Some of the guys and gals
making the scene are Ger-
trude Nettles, Phyllis Kale,
Pamela Brown, Rita Smith,
Cheryl Payne, Carrie Morri-
son, Carol Lumpkins, Evelyn
Cole. Myra Hudson, Vivian
Thomas, Faye Wright, Wan-
da Walthall, Debra Harrison,
LaLita Noel. Linda Griffin.
Betty Fitzgerald. Vanessa
Bland, Shelia Mitchell and
some of our fine men are
James Fisher, "Black isFh,"
"Sly" Van Patterson, Cea-
sar Aughtry, Eddie Foster,
"cute- Sammy Williford,
John Paine, Victor Poag,
Walter McBride, Joe Frank
Richmond, Ira Dotson, and
Darrell Walker.
COUPLES
Who's making love? No
one other than Rhonda
Steinberg and Glen Pal-
mer, P a meta Alexander
and Charles Williams, Rene
Powell and Melvin Washing-
ton, Dorothy Frison and
Ben Brown, Janet Johnson
and R o bert Tate, Nita
Wells and Jerry Rhodes,
Margie Baptist and Ira
Dotson, Carrie Morrie and
Joe Willi ams, Carolyn
Williams. and Kenneth Webb,
Beverly Wells and Robert
Hill, Denise Batts and Leon
Thomas, Alma Black and
Tony Grant. Sharon Jones,
and Ronald Wahl, Rita
Smith and James Huges,
Debra Lewis and Mickey
Williams, Eddie Bailey
and Linda Turner, Jona-
than Boyce and Lynne
Hancock.
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BABY CONTEST NOMINATION FORM
Plejt-e enter hall% in the baby contest.
(Print \anic)
Parents flames' 
ddress . Citv 
/A G od/. 
P 
Telephone N4)
Isrtiolaie
111
,\ giossy photograph No (;olor) must (Iris torm.
Mail To:
BABY CONTEST
Ill-STATE DEFENDER P.O. BOX 311 MEMPHIS, TENN. 38101
rinsuisionamisoommossiss MIS MI ON WO MS =IS NO UM MI =I 111177150
VOTE
BABY BALLOT 5
I
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE 38101
I vote for bah" 
Addrer*
BABY CONTEST
Ill-STATE DEFENDER P.O. Dix 311
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Amateurs jumped at
Beale Street Palace
AMATEUR NITE ON BEALE
"Jumped" At The Palace
NAT, D. WILLIAMS
It was "Amateur Nite" on Beale
Street.
The locale was the famed Palace
Theater, which, in its heyday, was
known as the finest theatdr for black tal-
ent in the United States. Some of the
world's greatest sepia stars g o t their
start on the boards of the Palace, or
once played there . . . back in the days
before radio and television . . . back in
the days when vaudeville was the craze
in popular entertainment in America.
"Amateur nights first gained popu-
larity on Beale Street back in 1920-24,
when such personalities as Troy Brown
directed the shows. But it was later that
Beale Street amateur night shows really
attracted wide, favorable, and promis-
ing attention. From 1936 til 1960 the Pa-
lace Amateur Nite was the biggest word
in black show business in Memphis and
the Mid-South.
A typical amateur night of that pe-
riod began with the words of the open-
ing sentence of this piece. The total
sentence was: "It's Amateur Nite o n
Beale Street . . where the blues be-
gan . . . and the stuff is here." This
was followed by an orchestral blast into
the Beale Street Blues
The Palace Theater was usually
packed to the rafters when those words
were spoken. And "to the rafters" i s
meant literally. There used. to be a bal-
cony and box seats in the Palace. The
stage was the biggest, longest, and wid-
est in the area. The show was being
broadcast over a local radio station
known as "WNBR." The remote c o n-
trols for the broadcast were first hand-
led by Bert Ferguson, founder and long-
time head of famed Radio Station WDIA.
Mr. Ferguson was then a student at
Memphis State University.
The start of the show on Tuesday
nights at eight o'clock was an event in
itself. The big Palace Theater curtain
would be slowly drawn as the show
opened. Footlights would be lowered.
The spotlight would center . usually
a blue spotlight . . on the figure of a
short. shiny, faced black master of cer-
emonies, whose gleaming teeth in a
grinning mouth, rivalled his thick, dou-
ble-lensed eyeglasses. as points of refer.
once.
After his opening sentence and the
orchestra's (for a long time it was Dub
Jenkins' Combo) introduction, a hot siz-
zling jaz number would start the show
Lines of ambitious amateurs packed the
stage wings. Usually they had not been
auditioned. So their numbers were pre-
sented "raw." Most of the performers
thronged to be on the show, because it
was at its height during the depression
days of the 1930's. Prizes ranging from
five to twenty dollars were given to
those judged on the show. Several prizes
were given . . . to the five best perform-
ers. The orchestra accompanied them
in songs, dances, novelty acts, and talk
numbers. Usually the currently popular
songs were sung. But there were al-
ways generous sprinklings of blues and
original compositions. The orchestra ac-
companied by playing what came natur-
al . . . always being careful to find and
sustain an appropriate "beat."
The amateur performers ranged in
age from tiny tots, from three to four
years o 1 d . . . to oldsters of indeter-
nate longevity. Men, women, and chil-
dren vied for the prizes. Since the show
was broadcasted via radio, the emcee
had to be adept at ad libbing (talking
off the cuff) in the case of some num-
bers . . . such as dances and pantomi-
mes. Off-times the emcee would have
to join in the rendition of a number that
seemed to be losing "steam" . . . au-
dience appeal. In fact, when a number
was clearly not the "thing," the au-
dience would break into loud boo's. If
the boo's kept up, a long hook would
appear from the wings, and the hap-
less amateur would be dragged from
the mike and off the stage. The win-
ners were selected by the emcee's hold.
ing his hand over those who had com-
pleted their numbers, and waiting to tell
by the volume of applause who should
receive the cash prizes. Sometimes the
prizes were loaves of bread and other
groceries. Groceries and cash were the
favorite prizes.
A typical show might include such
Beale Street favorites as "Beale Street
Mickey," top-dancer deluxe a n d split
artist, moving to the rhythm of t h e
"Bugle Blues." "Dusty Fletcher w a s
star comedian. Another might be Rufus
(now the "Dog) Thomas belting out a
frenzied jump song or the blues and
doing a dance. It might be Dwight
"Gatemouth" Moore, later to be known
as the "King of the Blues," and still
later a minister of the Gospel. There
might be "Ma Rainey" a Beale Street
personality who had adopted a famous
name, and who was no mean blues
singer herself. There might be B B.
King with his battered guitar . . or
Bobby Blue Bland . . . or Al Hibbler,
the blind crooner, or Phineas Newbern,
jazz piano-man nonpareil , • or
"Bow-legs Miller" with a battered (rum
pet that was just beginning to get "hot"
. or it might be a kid doing a tap
dance on skates and later becoming one
of the town's best musicians. . . or Jt
might be a Gospel group presented by
Brother Theo "Bless My Bones" Wade,
of radio fame . . . or it might be a guy
doing a dance on his fingers . . . or a
harmonica player . . or even a guy
with a box bearing a huge snake that
he had taught to wiggle with the rhythm
of the drums. Of course, the snake
number always brougt a rise from the
packed audience , . folks rising from
their seats and making plans to effect
a hasty and safe exit. . taking their
cues to be seated only when the guy
had the snake safely back in the box.
Amateur Night at the Palace was
once described as "the best continuous
year round entertainment in Memphis".
It had distinguished visitors, including
the great Ernie Pyles and writer Ro-
bert Ruark. Some of the greatest names
in show business were frequent &nests
. . such as Duke Ellington, Fats
Waller, Dinah Washington, Irving Mil-
ler, and many' others.
Col. George W. Lee wrote: The ear-
ly theatrical talent of Beale Street grew
up and developed in the atmosphere of
Church's Auditorium, the Palace Thea-
ter, and the Grand Theater. The foun-
dation of some of America's brightes
stage stars and concert artist was laid
in those showhouses.
F. A. Barraso. a smart showman,
organized in 1970 the first circuit in the
United States for the empolyment of Ne-
gro actors. His brother, A. Barasso, in.
spired the organization of the T.O.B.A.,
circuit in 1909 which gave employment
to colored actors in forty houses all over
the United States. This, more than any-
thing else, encouraged the investment
of large capital in the building of color-
greater demand for Negro talent. In-
terested in the circuit were such show-
ed theaters are over the country: and
as time's went on there was created 2
men as C. H. Turpin, Milton Star, C.
Bailey, Sam Reevers S. H. Dudley, C.
Bennett, and Martin Klein.
Paul Zerilla and Joe Msceri, Man-
agers of the Grand Theater, were the
first white theater owners to employ co-
lored moving picture operators on Beale
Street, and have given a number of them
continuous employment in their string
of theaters.
In 1909 Sam Zerilla opened the first
theater for Negroes on Beale Street. It
was the old Pastime in the three hun-
dred block. The first Beale Street thea-
ter established by Negro capital was the
old Lincoln, between Hernando and
Fourth streets. It was sponsored by the
Ten-Men Investment Club, composed of
W.A. Hart, Luke Tulli, Bert Roddy, Sam
Qualls, F.M. Nesbitt, and others, a group
which operated two shows. Bit it was
only after a long fight waged by R. R.
Church against the A. F. of L local,
which was bitterly opposed to them. that
Negro operators were finally granted li-
censes by the city. Luke Tulli was the
first Negro operator to qualify for such
a license."
The largest showhouse for colored
people in the South, the Palace Theater,
was built by Barrasso and the Pacini
brothers. Under their management such
starts as Louis Cooks, dancer, Irving
Miller and his "Brown Skin Models",
Bones," Robert Couch, (Memphis first
black movie star in a picture called
"Hallelujah"), Baby Cox, Viola Mc-
C o y Alberta Hunt internationally fa-
mous blues singer, who introduced the
Beale Street Blues to Chicago, Doe-Doe
Green, Ike Bartlett . . . and scores of
others were found and developed. Even
the great stars Josephine Baker and El-
la Fitzgerald once "played the Palace," •
BABY BOX SCORE
( as of Monday, November 2, 1970)
(Note: Ballots are counted each 'Monday evening. Ballots
postmarked on their due date, but not delivered in time for
the w•!ek's posting, will be credited the following week.)
NAME VOTES
NAME VOTES
DARRELL WAYNE JONES 1,745
PAUL ANTHONY ROBERTS 1,305
AUDFREY ANGELO ROBERTSON 970
TAMERA LESHA GILLIAM 945
CARLOS CORTEZ AYERS 760
KIMBERLY HOLLIDAY 745
MARVIN BULLARD 500
LAURETT L. BELL 270
GERALD & TERALD RICHARDSON 205
TIA DESHON OWENS 205
KATRINIA RENEE JONES 95
MICHAEL ANTONIE SUGGS 50
BRIDGET FELISHA WOODEN 20
BILLY DONALD MOORE II
DEREK WAYNE CLARK 0
LESA & KESCHIA GREEN 0
BABY CONTESTANTS
PAUL ANTHONY ROBERTS
KIMBERLEY HOLLIDAY
KATR4NA RENEE JONES
AUDFREY ANGELO ROBERTSON
MICHAEL SUGGS
T1A DESHON OWENS
TAMERA LESHA GILLIAM
DARRELL WAYNE JONES
DEREK WAYNE CLARK
AUTO REPAIRS — BODY W ORK
ALL GENERAL REPAIRS
JEFFCOAT AUTO REPAIRS
Downtown
297 Vance Avenue 526-0373
ITS GREYHOUND
Sometimes a little extra time can save a lot of money.
Like the dollars you save going Greyhound. Sure,
Greyhound may take a little longer—but it costs a lot less
than any other form of travel. Next time you go
from city to city. go Greyhound. And spend extra minutes
instead of extra money.
MORE WAYS TO GO GREYHOUND AND SAYE!
SPEND EXTRA IFINUTES, NOT EXTRA NONEYI
GO GREYHOUND
...and leave the driving to US.
AsEYHOUND BUS TERMINAL 7., _y" • PHONE:
Ad N -99-276 (P-9880‘
Newsp s(,1Sleopxt.2,). 19B70/14
260 Li 
s 
•
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Five Memphians
to basic training
Five Memphians are
among a group of Tennes-
seans to Complete basic
—•irman Sherman Eitim,
Airman Sherman Exum.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Rundell
Exum of 1399 Ethlyn has
completed basic training
at Lackland AFB. Tex. He
hat been assigned to Keesler
AFP, Miss., for ',raining in
the communications field.
Airman Exum is a 1970
graduate of Hamilton High
School.
—Airman Joe L. Jeffries,
son of Mrs. Annie P. Jef-
fries of 1053 Aralia, has
completed basic training at
Lackland AFB, Tex. He is
remaining at Lackland for
training as a security po-
liceman. Airman Jeffries is
a 1970 graduate of Hamilton
High School.
• * •
—Airman Andrew L. Mor-
gan, son of Mrs. Lucille
Morgan of Crenshaw, Miss.,
has completed basic train-
ing at Lackland AFB. Texas.
He is remaining at Lackland
for . training as a security
policeman. His father, Al-
fred L. Morgan Sr., resides
at 1600 Foster, Memphis,
Tenn. '
• * •
—Airman David L. Tay-
lor, son of Mrs. Reste Tay-
lor of 1181. Coker, Memphis,
has completed basic train-
ing at Lackland AFB, Tex.
He has been assigned to
Sheppard AFB, Tex., foi
training in aircraft main-
tenance.
—Airman Levond Mahone,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Algie
Mahone of Rt. 4, Somerville.
Tenn., has completed basic
training at Lackland AFB,
Tex. He has been assigned
to Sheppard AFB. Tex.. for
training in aircraft main-
tenance. Airman Mahone
is a graduate of W.P. Ware
High School and attended
Tennessee State University.
* * •
—Airman Albert L. Head,
son of Mrs. L. Head of
2450 Manchester, Memphis,
has completed basic train-
ing, at Lackland AFB, Tex.
He has been assigned to
Sheppard AFB, Tex., for
training in aircraft mainte-
nance.
Twenty years of Government servtee at the
Defense Depot Memphis brings recognition
and a certificate to Mr. John Waller, left,
an employee in the Support Services
Branch. Lt. Col. C. S. Smith, right., Chief
of Operations Control Office, congratulates
him. The Depot is a major field activity of
the Defense Supply Agency.
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Magnamecoxv
Beautiful COMPACT Stereo Phonograph
s2599°
39850
NEW VERSATILE
COMPACT
Enjoy big-set performance plus lasting
reliability! Model 6222 has such quality
features as: 14" (diagonal measure)
screen, Automatic Color Purifier to keep
pictures pure—even if set is moved, plus
exclusive Magnavox Bonded Circuitry
chassis with Keyed AGC for superior
reception. Enjoy it on tables, shelves or
bookcases—in any room—or roll it from
room to room on an optional mobile cart.
Truly an exceptional Magnavox value!
THE PERFECT
SECOND SET
Versatile and compact—model 6260 will
bring you years of fabulous viewing en-
joyment with such quality Magnavox
features as: '18" diagonal measure Ultra-
Bright screen for wonderful realism,
Chromatone for picture depth and richer.
colors; plus exclusive Bonded Circuitry
chassis with 3 I.F. Stages and Keyed
'AGC for lasting reliability. Shown on
optional mobile cart, it's also perfect on
tables or shelves—in any room.
CONVENIENT AUTOMATIC
FINE TUNING
Change channels as often as you wish—
model 6280 will always remember to give
you a perfectly tuned 19" (diagonal ma.
sure) picture—instantly and automatic-
ally! And—its. Ultra-Rectangular, Ultra.
Bright tube gives more viewing area,
Sharper pictures, plus fabulous life-like
realism. It also has Quick-On pictures and.
sound plus Chromatone for depth and
richer colors. Shown on optional mobile
pedestal base, it's also perfect on tables or
shelves—anywhere in your home!
Your choice
of three styles
Your choice
of three styles
sI69°
s279"
Your choice $329"of three styles
PERFECT FOR SMALLER
ROOMS ... ONLY 36" IANDE
You would expect to pay muc:1 more for
tile amazing dimensional realism and tonal
quality offered by solid-state•Mediterra-
nean styled model 3023! It will bring you
years of wonderful listening from your
favorite recordings with 10-Watts EIA
music power, four speakers that project
sound from cabinet sides and front, plus
precision Automatic Player. Also in Colo-
nial and Contemporary styling. All styles
are also available with solid-state Stereo
FM /AM radio—only $219.50
FINE PERFORMANCE
AT MODEST COST
Functional and beautiful—model 3422—
in Early American styling—will bring you
wonderful listening enjoyment from excit-
ing Stereo FM, noise-free and drift-free
Monaural FM, your favorite tecoidings, or
optional Magnavox tape piayels! It has
15-Watts EIA music poiver, four speakers
that project si::nd from both front and
sides of the cabinet, plus preLon Auto-
matic Player that lets your tecolcis last a
lifetime. Also in Modern and Mi..diter-
ranean styling-. Outstanding values!
ENJOY THE FULL
BEAUTY OF MUSIC
... from exciting Stereo FM, noise-fh7.,e
and drift-free FM, powerf ul A M aclin. ycur
favorite recordings or optional Magnaox
tape equipment. Model 3641 —in Model n
styling—has 20-Watts EIA music power,
two High-Efficiency 10" Bass Woofers
and two 2.000 cycle Exponential Horns,
plus exclusive Micromatic Record Player,
complete audio controls and tape play/
record jacks. Also in. authentic Early
American and Mediterranean styling.
$598"
BIG 23" PICTURES* WITH
AUTOMATIC FINE TUNING
You'll enjoy fabulous life-like realism pre-
viously unachieved by conventional-
tubes !And—space-saving Early American
model 7104 has Automatic Fine Tuning!
You'll always get a perfectly-tuned, pre-
cise Ultra-Bright color picture- on every
channel, every time. It also includes
Quick-On pictures and•sound, Chroma-
tone for picture depth and richer colors,
plus Magnavox Bonded Circuitry chassis
for lasting reliability. Also available in
Contemporary styling. 'Diagonal measure
- 
BEAUTIFUL FURNITURE
WITH EXCITING SOUND
Your Choice
Of Three Styles
$37950
Model 3663 -- 30-Worts EA
power, two High-Efficiency 10" Boss
Woofers ond two 1,000 cycle Exponen-
tial Horns that project sound ‘rom both
sides and front, pHs ex c I sive Micro-
matic Record Player that lets your rec-
ords lust a lifetime. Along with com-
plete audio controls --each hI, nrovi-
sions for optional remote sneakers and
tone recorders/players.
Also 1111.. Modern and Early American
Styling.
HUGE 25"
ULTRA-RECTANGULAR and
ULTRA-BRIGHT. SCREEN! *
New square corners of today's largest
Color TV screen give you more viewing
area ... its flat surface gives you clearer
pictures and less glare ... and the new
Ultra-Bright tube gives fabulous life-like
realism! And—Contemporary model 7120
has a Total Automatic Co!or System that
remembers for you! TAC keeps flesh
tones natural, pictures sharp—automati-
cally. No jumping up to adjust controls
... no green or purple faces!
'Diagonal measure
Your Choice
Of Three Styles
$44950
AN ELOQUENT EXPRESSION
OF OLD WORLD DESIGN
Astro-Sonic Stereo FM/AM Radio-Phon-
ograph model 3763 otters: 50-Watts
EIA music power, Micrornafic Player
that lets your records last a lifetime,
plus Air-Susnension System with two
High-Compliance 10'' Boss Wooers and
two 1,000 cycle Exponential Horns. In
addition to complete audio controls, it
also has plug-in provisions for optional
remote speakers, headphone and tape
recorders or players. Also available in
tasteful Contemporary and Early Ameri-
can styles — all on concealed swivel
casters for easy moving.
e
t 
k See over 60 magnificent styles from only $249.90 At9Zo, See Magnavox Portable Stereo From Only $59.90 (9
Ct WieC6' 6va
We have factory trained service personnel and a complete stock of parts for all our Magnavox products.
Mat 0A14t Rua agncriecox „\IAN'E'so
° E °A:7; Center.SOUTHLAND MALL • PH 332-4505 '
WELCOME-WELCOME
—
IIHEACIEE
Hots—Wigs—Accessories
Modacrylic, wash'n wear,
lightweight, stretch wigs.
This wig can be styled in
many different ways and
can bt a joy to you for a
long time if taken care of
according to directions.
Available in All Colors.
$1
Compare at $25.
KELLY KURLS
Settelmtaker
• Made of 100% Kanekalon
Madacrylic.
• Perky. Permanently curled
in the "NOW LOOK"
• Completely ready to wear
full wig.
• "Airlite" Stretch Cap. Fits
all Sizes
$25
o
HATS
hay* returned to the fashion scene.
The Fall Hat Fashions add strength
PIC beauty to the New Look.
The Ranch-Type Hat shown above is
just one from our huge selection.
Your Hat search always ends happily
at Rhealee's.
lankAmsricard Itheales Charts Master Chirps
RHEALEE
Hats
You can
Wigs—Accessories
49 North Main
find a hat to fit any Budget at the
most complete Hat Shop in Memphis. . „
WELCOME -WELCOME
•,‘
y • ,
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Hamilton High news
This is Beverly Williams
and Vontyna Noel bringing
you the latest happenings
around our "Supercool
School".
ACIVITIES
This week our Home Eco-
nomics Department had a
fashion show sponsored by
the Simplicity Pattern Com-
pany. Some of the styles
modeled were the Mini,
Maxi, Midi, and the Mixi.
The beautiful models were
Velma Rankins, Cathy Ath-
kins, Beverly Jones. Debra
Lewis, Zola Flowers, Dor-
othy Frison, Patricia Wil-
liams, Jeanette Edwards,
Vontyna Noel and Larry
Stevenson. And we. Hamil-
ton, congratulate our fine
Home Economics Teachers
for having such a fine pro-
gram.
On Saturday, October 31,
our Majorettes, Twirlers,
and a few of our Porn Porn-
mers helped John Jay Hook-
er campaign. Some of o u r
boss bold P o m Pornmers
were Debra Harrison, Velma
Rankins, Vanessa Williams.
Pamela Alexander, and Mary
Peppers. Our high-stepping
Majorettes were Sharlene
Hardin, Alma Jo Black,
Kimberly Bridges, Myra
Hudson, Linda Turner, Vivi-
an Thomas, Vanessa Bo-
wens, Judy Holmes, Gwenda
Gilstrap, Bridgette Jones,
Elaine G r e ene, Beverly
Wells, Shelia Mitchell, Debra
Boyd, Phyllis Waddell, San-
dra Griffin, Judith Bur-
ford.
November 6, the High-Y
Club had their annual pro-
gram. The guest speaker
was Matthew M. Jenkins
Jr., Executive Director of
Glenview Y.M.C.A Their new
queen this year is Gewn
Lawson. Other members of
this club include Michael
Scott, Brunette Echols, Ed-
ward Herron, Rhonda Herron
Raymond Tate, James
Scott, Gregory Jackson, Mel-
vin Burns, William Yates,
Clarice Stevens, Joan Ten-
ma!, Eunistine Webb.
SPORTS
The Hamilton Wildcats
were able to coast to victory
over Overton 28 to 6 at the
Farigrounds Stadium. Some
of our players that helped
succeed this defeat were John
Williams. Joe Fred Cooper-
wood, Larry Scruggs, Mi-
chael Ford. Daryl Hudons,
Michael Miles. Randy Strick-
land. Jerry Rhodes, Love
Powell. and Larry Steven-
J citations
snteti
"tarti,
OVERNIGHT DELIVERY
$1695 lotlt 100
S/ 50 CU( Ii gidditionol 50
278-2630 1111414 LAMAR
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BABY
CONTEST
SUBSCRIPTIONS
I .The 1970 Weekly Baby Contest Ballots will be coward
I as five votes each. Bonus votes niav he made according to
I the following schedule:
• 
I. For each one-year subscription to the Tri-State
• 
Defender sold $6 each, 200 votes will be recorded.
I 2. For each 6-month subscription sold $3.50 each,
• 
100 votes.
I 3. For each 3-nionth subscription sold 51.75 each.
50 votes.
I Please enter ins ,uliscription to the in -State Defender
I and credit Baby 
 with Bonus Votes.
I I want to subscribe for: (check one)
( ) 1-year--S6.00 (200 votes) 11 ear
( ) 6--months--$3.50 (100 votes) 6 Mos.
• 
( ) .-months-- S1.75 (50 votes) 3 Mos.
I Please send to:
NAME
•
I CITY TATF ZIP CODE
I Enclose check or money order and mail to:
Bab. :olitest subscriptions
Tri-State Defender
1', 0. Box :III
• 
Memphis, Tennessee 38101
I No me an no No EN an en on as EN we ow um an Es me EN so so mu
son. Congratualtions.
Wednesday, November 4,
the basketball team scrim-
maged Germantown in the
Wildcats den. Some of our
high point men were Eddie
Bailey-28 points, Robert New-
man-21, J. Hunt 19, Clint
Jackson-17 and Marcellus
Tisdell-15. Yes, they are
getting it toghether in their
big bad blue and white.
CLUB NEWS
Ambassadors Ball is
December 28, and tickets
are only $3.50, couple
or single. It's go-
ing to be the best yet, so
be there. Invitations are sold
by any Les Jeune Dames or
Ambassador. members. And
they are Michael Scott, Rob-
ert Hill. James Hayes,
Gary Harris, Napoleon Brig-
gs, Dwight Fondren, Michael
DeBerry, Ronald Smith,
Zina Jackson, Harold Gar-
ner, James Walker, Robert
Oliver . Ronald Saunders.
Some of the young ladies
are Denise Baits, Alma Jo
Black, Maria Bradfield, Rita
Bradfield, K i m Bridges,
Phyllis B r own. Brunetta
Burns, Joyce Garner, Doris
Holmes. Yvonne Howard,
Rosalind Johnson, Denise
Keys, Carlotta Larry, Vontyn
Noel. Debra Prewitt, rene
Powell, Marsha Swanigan,
Rita Smith, Rhonda
Steinberg, Carolyn Stone,
Ella Perin°, Velma Ran-
kins, Karen Seymour. San.
dra Griffin, Andrea Simp-
son, Sandra Waller, Beverly
Williams, P a tr icia Wil-
liams, Beverly Woods, Lena
Woods. Yvette Herron. Other
men are Robert Small,
Alber Gunn, Gregory ells.
Ronald Daniel, and William
Warr.
COOL CATS ON CAMPUS
Some of the guys and gals
making the scene are Ger-
trude Nettles, Phyllis Kale,
Pamela Brown. Rita Smith,
Cheryl Payne, Carrie Morri-
son, Carol Lumpkins, Evelyn
Cole. Myra Hudson, Vivian
Thomas, Faye Wright, Wan-
da Walthall, Debra Harrison,
LaLita Noel. Linda Griffin.
Betty Fitzgerald. Vanessa
Bland, Shelia Mitchell and
some of our fine men are
James Fisher, "Black isFh,"
"Sly" Van Patterson. Cea-
sar Aughtry, Eddie Foster,
"cute" Sammy Williford,
John Paine, Victor Poag,
Walter McBride, Joe Frank
Richmond, Ira Dotson, and
Darrell Walker.
COUPLES
Who's making love? No
one other than Rhonda
Steinberg and Glen Pal-
mer, P a meta Alexander
and Charles Williams, Rene
Powell and Melvin Washing-
ton, Dorothy Frison and
Ben Brown, Janet Johnson
and R o bert Tate, Nita
Wells and Jerry Rhodes,
Margie Baptist and Ira
Dotson. Carrie Morrie and
Joe Willi ams, Carolyn
Williams, and Kenneth Webb,
Beverly Wells and Robert
Hill, Denise Batts and Leon
Thomas. Alma Black and
Tony Grant. Sharon Jones,
and Ronald Wan!, Rita
Smith and James Huges,
Debra Lewis and Mickey
Williams, Eddie Bailey
and Linda Turner. Jona-
than Boyce and Lynne
Hancock
MI all INN OM NO Ole MI MID Mil OM OM UNII MI OM INII Mil VIM I= I=1 IMP MI IMM Oil NEM IMP
BABY CONTEST NOMINATION FORM
Please enter baby in the baby contest.
(Print Name)
Parents names' 
\dike. (its 
Zip Code Telephone No 
Baby 's
A glos.-y photograph (no ( olor) must accompany this form.
Mail To:
BABY CONTEST
TRI-STATE DEFENCE' P.O. BOX 311 MEMPHIS, TENN. 38101
11111 mi in an a. mi so ow an am sia no Nom ow im am mom ais mum ow am on an .1
1•11 MO MI Mil I= Ell MN NM MI MI ell WIWI MB Eli GNI WO MN 
UM MN ON =I SIP all IIIM MEI MI IM 111111
1 VOTE
5 BABY BALLOT
I I vote (Or balm-
'
I Address 
BABY CONTEST
TRI-STATE DEFENDER P0 Box 311
1
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE 38101
s Mail :
Lell UM III MI 111111 11.1 MN NO MP OM ====== IMO Ell ON MIN MO IN all ME Ell OM 111111
Amateurs jumped at
Beale Street Palace
AMATEUR NITE ON BEALE
"Jumped" At The Palace
NAT. D. WILLIAMS
It was "Amateur Nite" on Beale
Street.
The locale was the famed Palace
Theater, whic h, in its heyday, w a s
known as the finest theater for black tal-
ent in the United States. Some of the
world's greatest sepia stars g o t their
start on the boards of the Palace, or
once played there . . . back in the days
before radio and television . . . back in
the days when vaudeville was the craze
in popular entertainment in America.
"Amateur nights first gained popu-
larity on Beale Street back in 1920-24.
when such personalities as Troy Brown
directed the shows. But it was later that
Beale Street amateur night shows really
attracted wide, favorable, and promis-
ing attention. From 1936 ti! 1960 the Pa-
lace Amateur Nite was the biggest word
in black show business in Memphis and
the Mid-South.
A typical amateur night of that pe-
riod began with the words of the open-
ing sentence of this piece. The total
sentence was: "It's Amateur Nile o ml
Beale Street . . where the blues be-
gan . . . and the stuff is here." This
was followed by an orchestral blast into
the Beale Street Blues
The Palace Theater was usually
packed to the rafters when those words
were spoken. And "to the rafters" i s
meant literally, There used. to be a bal-
cony and box seats in the Palace. The
stage was the biggest, longest, and wid-
est in the area. The show was being
broadcast over a local radio station
known as "WNBR." The remote c o n-
trols for the broadcast were first hand-
led by Bert Ferguson, founder and long-
time head of famed Radio Station WDIA.
Mr. Ferguson was then a student at
Memphis State University.
The start of the show on Tuesday
nights at eight o'clock was an event in
itself. The big Palace Theater curtain
would be slowly drawn as the sho w
opened. Footlights would be lowered.
The spotlight would center . . usually
a blue spotlight . . on the figure of a
short. shiny, faced black master of cer-
emonies, whose gleaming teet h in a
grinning mouth, rivalled his thick, dou-
ble-lensed eyeglasses. as points of refer-
ence.
After his opening sentence and the
orchestra's (for a long time it was Dub
Jenkins' Combo) introduction, a hot siz-
zling jaz number would start the show
Lines of ambitious amateurs packed the
stage wings. Usually they had not been
auditioned, So their numbers were pre-
sented "raw." Most of the performers
thronged to be on the show, because it
was at its height during the depression
days of the 1930's. Prizes ranging from
five to twenty dollars were given t o
those judged on the show. Several prizes
were given . . . to the five best perform-
ers. The orchestra accompanied 'them
in songs, dances, novelty acts, and talk
numbers. Usually the currently popular
songs were sung. But there were al-
ways generous sprinklings of blues and
original compositions. The orchestra ac-
companied by playing what came natur-
al . . . always being careful to find and
sustain an appropriate "beat."
The amateur performers ranged in
age from tiny tots, from three to four
years o 1 d . . . to oldsters of indeter-
nate longevity. Men, women, and chil-
dren vied for the prizes. Since the show
was broadcasted via radio, the emcee
had to be adept at ad libbing (talking
off the cuff) in the case of some num-
bers . . . such as dances and pantomi-
mes. Off-times the emcee would have
to join in the rendition of a number that
seemed to be losing "steam" . . . au-
dience appeal. In fact, when a number
was clearly not the "thing." the au-
dience would break into loud boo's. If
the boo's kept up, a long hook would
appear from the wings, and the hap-
less amateur would be dragged from
the mike and off the stage. The win-
ners were selected by the emcee's hold-
ing his hand over those who had com-
pleted their numbers, and waiting to tell
by the volume of applause who should
receive the cash prizes. Sometimes the
prizes were loaves of bread and other
groceries. Groceries and cash were the
favorite prizes.
A typical show might include such
Beale Street favorites as "Beale Street
Mickey," top-dancer deluxe a it d split
drtist, moving to the rhythm of t h e
"Bugle Blues." "Dusty Fletcher w a s
star comedian. Another might be Rufus
(now the "Dog) Thomas belting out a
frenzied jump song or the blues and
doing a dance. It might be Dwight
"Gatemouth" Moore, later to be known
as the "King of the Blues," and still
later a minister of the Gospel. There
might be "Ma Rainey" a Beale Street
personality who had adopted a famous
name, and who was no mean blues
singer herself. There might be B .B.
King with his battered guitar . . or
Bobby Blue Bland . . or Al Hibbler,
the blind crooner, or Phineas Newbern,
jazz piano-man nonpareil . . . or
"Bow-legs Miller" with a battered trum
pet that was just beginning to get "hot"
. . . or it might be a kid doing a tap
dance on skates and later becoming one
of the town's best musicians. . . or it
might be a Gospel group presented by
Brother Theo "Bless My Bones" Wade,
of radio fame . . . or it might be a guy
doing a dance on his fingers . . . or a
harmonica player . . or even a guy
with a box bearing a huge snake that
he had taught to wiggle with the rhythm
of the drums. Of course, the snake
number always brougt a rise from the
packed audience . . folks rising from
their seats and making plans to effect
a hasty and safe exit. . . . taking their
cues to be seated only when the guy
had the snake safely back in the box.
Amateur Night at the Palace was
once described as "the best continuous
year round entertainment in Memphis".
It had distinguished visitors, including
the great Ernie Pyles and writer Ro-
bert Ruark. Some of the greatest names
in show business were frequent vests
. . such as Duke Ellington, Fats
Waller, Dinah Washington, Irving Mil-
ler. and many others.
Col. George W. Lee wrote: The ear-
ly theatrical talent of Beale Street grew
up and developed in the atmosphere of
Church's Auditorium, the Palace Thea-
ter, and the Grand Theater. The foun-
dation of some of America's brightes
stage stars and concert artist was laid
in those showhouses.
F. A. Barraso, a smart showman,
organized in 1970 the first circuit in the
United States for the empolyment of Ne-
gro actors. His brother, A. Barasso. in-
spired the organization of the T.O.B.A.,
circuit in 1909 which gave employment
to colored actors in forty houses all over
the United States. This, more than any-
thing else, encouraged the investment
of large capital in the building of color.
greater demand for Negro talent. In-
terested in the circuit were such show-
ed theaters are over the country: and
as time's went on there was created ?
men as C. H. Turpin, Milton Star, C.
Bailey. Sam Reevers S. H. Dudley, C.
Bennett. and Martin Klein.
Paul Zerilla and Joe Msceri. Man-
agers of the Grand Theater, were the
first white theater owners to employ co-
lored moving picture operators on Beale
Street, and have given a number of them
continuous employment in their string
of theaters.
In 1909 Sam Zerilla opened the first
theater for Negroes on Beale Street. It
was the old Pastime in the three hun-
dred block. The first Beale Street thea-
ter established by Negro capital was the
old Lincoln, between Hernando and
Fourth streets. It was sponsored by the
Ten-Men Investment Club. composed of
W.A. Hart. Luke Tulli. Bert Roddy, Sam
Qualls, F.M. Nesbitt, and others, a group
which operated two shows. Bit it was
only after a long fight waged by R. R.
Church against the A. F. of L local,
which was bitterly opposed to them. that
Negro operators were finally granted li-
censes by the city. Luke Tulli was the
first Negro operator to qualify for such
a license."
The largest showhouse for colored
people in the South, the Palace Theater,
was built by Barrasso and the Pacini
brothers. Under their management such
starts as Louis Cooks, dancer, Irving
Miller and his "Brown Skin Models",
Bones," Robert Couch, (Memphis first
black movie star in a picture called
"Hallelujah"), Baby Cox, Viola Mc-
C o y Alberta Hunt internationally fa-
mous blues singer, who introduced the
Beale Street Blues to Chicago, Doe-Doe
Green, Ike Bartlett . . and scores of
others were found and developed. Even
the great stars Josephine Baker and El-
la Fitzgerald once "played the Palace."
BABY BOX SCORE
(as of Monday, November 2, 1970)
(Note: Ballots are counted each 'Monday evening. Ballots
postmarked on their due date, but not delivered In time for
the w..!ek's posting, will be credited the following week.)
NAME VOTES
NAME VOTES
DARRELL WAYNE JONES 1,745
PAUL ANTHONY ROBERTS 1,305
AUDFREY ANGELO ROBERTSON 970
TAMERA LESHA GILLIAM 945
CARLOS CORTEZ AYERS 760
KIMBERLY HOLLIDAY 745
MARVIN BULLARD 500
LAURETT L. BELL 270
GERALD & TERALD RICHARDSON 205
TIA DESHON OWENS 205
KATRINIA RENEE JONES 95
MICHAEL ANTONIE SUGGS 50
BRIDGET FELISHA WOODEN 20
BILLY DONALD MOORE II 0
DEREK WAYNE CLARK 0
LESA & KESCHIA GREEN 0
BABY CONTESTANTS
PAUL ANTHONY ROBERTS
KIMBERLEY HOLLIDAY
KATRINA RENEE JONES
AUDFREY ANGELO ROBERTSON
MICHAEL SUGGS
TIA DESHON OWENS
TAMERA LESHA GILLIAM
DARRELL WAYNE JONES
DEREK WAYNE CLARK
AUTO REPAIRS - BODY W ORK
ALL GENERAL REPAIRS
JEFFCOAT AUTO REPAIRS
- —
TN
Downtown
297 Vance Avenue 526-0373
ITS GREYHOUND
Sometimes a little extra time can save a lot of money.
Like the dollars you save going Greyhound. Sure,
Greyhound may take a little longer—but it costs a lot less
than any other form of travel. Next time you go
from city to city, go Greyhound. And spend extra minutes
instead of extra money.
.;>
NONE WAYS TO GO GREYHOUND AND SAVE!
SPERO EXTRA MUTES, NOT EXTRA MONEY!
GO GREYHOUND
...and leave the driving to us.
EMOUND BUS TERMINAL • • PHONE. •
Ad No. 130-99-276 (P-9880'
Newspapers, Sept., 1970
260 Lines (110 X 2). B/W
.___e 
.0 ',MP
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 14, 1970
-10 • 411. ••••
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Five Memphians
to basic training
Five Memphians are
among a group of Tennes-
seans to Complete basic
—•irmat. Sherman Ealm,
Airman Sherman Exum.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Rundell
Exum of 1349 Ethlyn has
completed basic training
at Lackland AFB Tex. He
hat been assigned to Keesier
AFP. Miss.. for ;raining in
the communications field.
Airman Exum is a 1970
graduate of Hamilton High
School.
—Airman Joe L. Jeffries,
son of Mrs. Annie P. Jef-
fries of 1053 Azalia. has
completed basic training at
Lackland AFB. Tex. He is
remaining at Lackland for
training as a security po-
liceman. Airman Jeffries is
_
a 1970 graduate of Hamilton
High School.
• •
—Airman Andrew L. Mor-
gan, son of Mrs. Lucille
Morgan of Crenshaw, Miss..
has completed basic train-
ing at Lackland AFB, Texas.
He is remaining at Lackland
for training as a security
policeman. ills father. Al-
fred L. Morgan Sr.. resides
at WOO Foster, Memphis,
Tenn.
• •
—Airman David L. Tay-
lor. son of Mrs. Reste Tay-
lor of 1181 Coker. Memphis,
has completed basic train-
ing at Lackland AFB, Tex.
He has been assigned to
Sheppard AFB, Tex., fot
training in aircraft main-
s259"
s3985o
$59851)
-
tenance.
—Airman Levond Mabone.
son of Mr and Mrs. Algie
Mabone of Rt. 4, Somerville.
Tenn.. has completed basic
training at Lackland AFB,
Tex. He has been assigned
to Sheppard AFB. Tex., for
training in aircraft main-
tenance. Airman Mabone
is a graduate of W.P. Ware
High School and attended
Tennessee State University.
* • •
—Airman Albert L. Head,
son of Mrs. L. Head of
2450 Manchester, Memphis,
has completed basic train-
ing, at Lackland AFB, Tex.
He has been assigned to
Sheppard AFB, Tex„ for
training in aircraft mainte-
nance.
NEW VERSATILE
COMPACT
Enjoy big-set performance plus lasting
reliability! Model 6222 has such quality
features as: 14" (diagonal measure)
screen, Automatic Color Purifier to keep
pictures pure—even if set is moved, plus
exclusive Magnavox Bonded Circuitry
chassis with Keyed AGC for superior
reception. Enjoy it on tables, shelves or
bookcases—in any room—or roll it from
room to room on an optional mobile cart.
Truly an exceptional Magnavox value!
Twenty years of Government service at the
Defense Depot Memphis brings recognition
and a certificate to Mr. John Waller, left,
an employee in t h e Support Ser vices
Branch. Lt. Col, C. S. Smith, right. Chief
of Operations Control Office, congratulates
him. The Depot is a major field activity of
the Defense Supply Agency.
Beautiful COMPACT Stereo Phonograph
Your choice
of three styles S16950
PERFECT FOR SMALLER
ROOMS ... ONLY 36" WIDE
Yrra ,A0..lrf expect to pay rhuci; more for
tire amazing dimensional realism and tonal
quaiity offered by solid-state • Mediterra-
nean styled model 3023! It will bring you
years of wonderful listening from your
favorite recordings with 10-Watts EIA
music power, four speakers that project
sound from cabinet sides and front, plus
precision Automatic Player. Also in Colo-
nial and Contemporary styling. All styles
are also available with solid-state Stereo
FM /AM radio—only $219.50
THE PERFECT
SECOND SET
Versatile and compact—model 6260 will
bring you years of fabulous viewing en-
joyment with such quality Magnavox
features as: 18' diagonal measure Ultra-
Bright screen for wonderful realism,
Chroinatone for picture depth and richer
colors,. pius exclusive Bonded Circuitry
chassis with 3 I.F. Stages and Keyed
'AGC for lasting reliability. Shown on
optional mobile cart, it's also perfect on
tables or shelves—in any room.
CONVENIENT AUTOMATIC
FINE TUNING
Change channels as often as you wish—
model 6280 will always remember to give
you a perfectly tuned 19" (diagonal mea-
sure) picture—instantly and automatic-
ally! And—its, Ultra
-Rectangular, Ultra-
Bright tube gives more viewing area,
sharper pictures, plus fabulous life-like
realism. It also has Quick-On pictures and
sound plus Chromatone for depth and
richer colors. Shown on optional mobile
pedestal base,it's also perfect on tables or
shelves—anywhere in your home!
BIG 23". PICTURES* WITH
AUTOMATIC FINE TUNING
You'll enjoy fabulous life-like realism pre-
viously unachieved by conventional-
tubes! And—space-saving EarlyAmerican
model 7104 has Automatic Fine Tuning!
You'll always get a perfectly-tuned, pre-
cise Ultra-Bright color picture— on every
channel, every time. It also includes
Quick-On pictures and•sound, Chronia-
tone for picture depth and richer colors,
plus Magnavox Bonded Circuitry chassis
for lasting reliability. Also available in
Contemporary styling. •Diagona/ measure
HUGE 25"
ULTRA-RECTANGULAR and
ULTRA-BRIGHT. SCREEN!'
New square corners of today's largest
Color TV screen give you more viewing
area ... its flat surface gives you clearer
pictures and less glare ... and the new
Ultra-Bright tube gives fabulous life-like
realism! And—Contemporary model 7120
has a Total Automatic Color System that
remembers for you! TAC keeps flesh
tones natural, pictures sharp—automati-
cally. No jumping up to adjust controls
... no green or purple faces!
'Diagonal measure
Your choice
of three styles
Your choice
of three styles
Your Choice
Of Three Styles
Your Choice
Of Three Styles
$279"
$329"
'379"
$44950
FINE PERFORMANCE
AT MODEST COST
Functional and beautiful--model 3422—
in Early American styling—will bring you
wonderful listening enjoyment from excit-
ing Stereo FM, noise-free and drift-tree
Monaural FM, vo,ir favorite recordings, or
optional Magnavox tape plaver s I It has
15-Watts EIA nrasic power, four speakes
that project s'clnd fr Out both front and
sides of the cabinet, pies preLi,ron Auto-
ratio Player that let's your records last a
lifetime. Also in Modern and Mr_diter-
ranean styling -. Outstanding valuel
ENJOY THE FULL
BEAUTY OF MUSIC
... from exciting Stereo FM, n u.,“ -
and drift-free FM, powerful AM radio,
favorite recordings or optional Magnavox
tape equipment. Model 3641 — in Modern
styling—has 20-Watts EIA music power,
two High-Efficiency 10' Bass Woofers
and two 2 000 cycle Exnonential Horn;,
plus exclusive Mrcromatic Record Player,
compfete audio controls and tape play,'
record jacks. Also in. authentic Early
American and Mediterranean styling.
BEAUTIFUL FURNITURE
WITH EXCITING SOUND
Model 3 663 -- 30-Wons EIA mus7:
power, two High-Efficiency 10' Boss
Woofers and two 1,000 cycle Exr.onen-
tial Horns that pro,ect sound 4rom both
sides arid front, 1i:is exci s.e M;;:ro-
rnotIc Record Player that lets your rec-
ords last a lifer,me. Along with com-
plete audio controls --eocn
sions for optional remote sneakers and
tone recorders players.
Also In Modern and Early American
Styling.
AN ELOQUENT EXPRESSION
OF OLD WORLD DESIGN
Astro-Sonic Stereo FM,, AM Radio Phon-
ograph model 3763 otters: 50 Watts
EIA music power, Micromotic Novel
that lets your records lost a fretime,
plus Air-Susnension System with two
High
-Compliance JO' Bass Wooers and
two 1,000 cycle Exponential Horns. In
addition to complete audio controls, Jr
also has plug-in provisions for optional
remote speakers, headphone and tope
recorders or players. Also available in
tasteful Contemporary and Early Amen-
can styles -- oil on concealed swivel
casters for easy moving.
See over 60 magnificent styles. . from only $249.90 Atio(;)A See Magnavox Portable Stereo From Only $59.90 t2)CTJ
We have factory trained service personnel and a tompilete stock of parts for all our 
Magnavox products.
0A4 gilut Magnavox „\tiEN
No ME ES '‘ tilgsj, Center
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Hots—Wigs—Accessories
Modacrylic, wash'n we,
lightweight, stretch wigs.
This wig can be styled in
many different ways and
can bt a joy to you for a
long time if taken care of
according to directions.
Available in All Colors.
$1
Compare at $25.
KELLY KURLS
Veghntaker
• Made of 100% Kanekalon
Mad acrylic
• Perky. Permanently curled
in the "NOW LOOK"
• Completely ready to wear
full wig.
CI; • "Airlite" Stretch Cap. Fits
all Sizes
C.; 25
o .
1.4 c
s: e. ii-C; 4
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4 HATS4
4.t have returned to the fashion scene.
The Fall Hat Fashions add strength A
WO beauty to the New Look.
The Ranch-Type Hat shown above is
just one from our huge selection.
4.)
Your Hat search always ends happily
at Ithealee's.
SankAmerieard Chealee Charge Master Charge,
(...,11HEALEE
1.4 Hats—Wigs—Accessories49 North Main
1 nu can find a hat to lit any Budget at the
inotit complete Hat Shop in ‘lemphis. .
(I
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Issues and results
Much of the =settled state of the economy and of the
American society itself was reflected in the state and Congres-
sional elections which came to an end in a blaze of uncertainty.
The focus of the elections was primarily on the Congressional
races. but the Gubernatorial victories amounted to a sweep
significant enough to yield a great psychological impact.
It is now a question whether the severe test to which Mr.
Nixon exposed himself in concentrating so much energy on the
Senate gives cause for hearty cheers. The President, it must be
noted, failed in the attempt to shake off the Democratic con-
trol of the newly elected 92nd Congress. His only comfort in the
mosaic of contradictions by the 1970 midterm election appears
to have been a slight conservative tilt in the Senate, which he
desperately sought and which might ease the strains of a divid-
ed government for two years.
The point to be noted is that the American electorate is to-
day sufficiently coversant with current national affairs to dif-
ferentiate between phony issues and the real, vital ones.
One indubitable phase of the elections is the phenomenal
showing of the black candidates in various key segments of the
country. In one of the most stunning upsets in California's po-
litical history, Wilson Riles, a black man, defeated Dr. Max
Rafferty, the articulate spokesman of the far right, for the im-
portant office of State Superintendent of Public Instruction.
Around the country. Negroes scored significant gains.
Twelve were elected to the House of Representatives, including
three from districts where blacks were in the minority. Victories
were scored in state and local races in Alabama and South
Carolina. Chicago for the first time will have two black men for
its representatives in Congress. There is thus no question but
that the concentrated power of the black vote gives warrant of
better days to come.
Arms to south Africa
Two African Presidents, Nyerere of Tanzania and Kaunda
of Zambia warned Britain against changing its present policy of
embargo into a policy of selling arms to South Africa. President
Kaunda has pointed out that independent Africa does have some
power to bargain economically, the British government should
take his warning on the arms controversy seriously.
The economic argument in its direct form is that Britain
has more to gain from trading with black Africa than with the
white-supremacist South Africa. On the opposite side the claim
is that even if the Africans decided to show their displeasure
with Britain by cutting off trade, they would never mount a suf-
ficiently cohesive campaign to have an effect. President Kaun-
da stressed last week that he was willing to reject investment
from countries which sold arms to South Africa.
He persuaded the Italian government to withdraw a 20-
million pound experct credit guarantee to an Italian firm con-
tracting from the Cabora Bassa Dam. He has forbidder . the im-
port of French cars into Zambia. His action is not directed only
at Britain. The idea that the French get away scot-free with set-
ling arms to South Africa is becoming daily less true.
The arms crisis is not a passing issue. It will be alive
throughout the decade and beyond. In the past few months, as
a result of the publicity given to apartheid, a number of British
businessmen have started to have second thoughts about invest-
ment in South Africa. The British government ought to en-
courage this trend. Britain's long-term economic interests do
not lie with South Africa.
•
White pastor fights racism
The controversy over the admission of a black woman and
her daughter to full-fledge membership in the white congrega-
tion of the First Baptist Church of Birimingham, Ala., has split
the church. The "Company of the Committed"—those favoring
admission of the Negro woman and child—voted to resign and
form a new congregation.
With them went the church's pastor, the Rev. Dr. Herbert
J. Gilmore, who had fought with his flock in an effort to win
approval of the blacks to membership.
The mother and daughter had been involved in church pro-
grams for sometime, but their application for full membership
brought a crisis among the all-white membership of almost 500.
In his sermon, Dr. Gilmore said the split should serve as a
warning to Baptist Churches everywhere "that the democratic
process is no guarantee of triumph of the truth of Christ." He
added "The democratic process offers the best hope for orderly
consideration of issues only when those involved in it have a
prior loyalty tr the truth of Christ and are desirous above all
else that Christ's will may be done."
When crisis comes, he continued, these people "vote their
prejudices and determine the future of the church for which
they have no concern." Such an attitude "makes churchman-
ship a travesty and mockery," Dr. Gilmore observed.
The pastor said the world's greatest need was for a fellow-
ship that transcends race, nation and class. The split, in our
bumble view, shows there is hope for a change in the social
iirgham's white folk.
My View
An open letter
to the President
By DR. BENJAMIN MAYS
Mr. President: Washington. 'D, C. is
the capitol of the nation. In a sense, it
is the capitol of the world. More things
of world significance take place in Wash-
ington than any place else. with all due
respect to the Russian's capitol.
It is perhaps true that more high
powered world figures trek to Washing-
ton than to any other city in the world.
People from all over the U. S. travel to
Washington to do business with the Fed.
eral Government. to see the city and to
become versant with the various govern-
ment agencies. Our school children trav-
el across the nation to see Washington.
It is the home and of f ice of the
President of the U. S., the most power-
ful office in the world. The greatest
court in the world hands down its deci-
sions from Washington. From the stand-
point of nature, Washington is a beauti-
ful city. The engineers did a good j o b
a long time ago when they laid it out.
The laws of the nation are made
Washington.
These things being true, why not
make Washington the model city, t h e
show place of the world? Washington is
owned and run by the Federal govern-
ment. If the city needs money to make
it a model city, the government has the'
money to make it so.
lilt needs experts to make Washing-
ton the ideal city, the government can
command them. Why should slums a n d
ghettos exist in the nation's capito I?
Why should there be unemployment in
Washington? Why have people living in
substandard houses in the greatest capi-
tol on earth? Why should the nation's
in
capitol, owned and operated by the Fed-
eral governme'nt, have the most segre-
gated school system in the nation? per-
haps in the world.
People from around the world should
be visiting Washington not only to milk
billions from our government, but t hey
should be coming to see the best r u 11
city in the world, the cleanest city in
the world, the best housed city in t h e
world, the best employed city in t h e
world, the cleanest city in the world and
the best integrated school system in the
world.
Washington should set the example
for all other American cities. If Wash-
ington took the lead, New York, Phila-
delphia, Chicago and other cities would
follow.
Yes, Mr. President, it would cost
millions of dollars to make Washington
the model city, the show place of the
world. It would be worth a billion dol-
lars or two to do this for Washington.
The' tax payers would be willing to spend
money this way.
If Washington became this kind of a
city, I see Washington becoming a de-
segregated city. I see senators and rep-
resentatives returning to the Distr ict
from suburban Maryland and Virginia.
I see white and black children going to
school together. I really see an id e al
city in my mind. Mr. President. y o u
have the prestige and the power to make
Washington the best and most unique ci-
ty in all the world. I call upon you. Mr.
President, to make Washington the mod-
el city.
A point of view
.Last week's election results could serve as a great lesson
in politics for the black voters of Tennessee, in particular, and
to those of the nation in general.
A large number . . . no doubt, the majority, were disap-
pointed by the way the voting turned out. They wanted the
Democratic candidates for Representative. Senator and Gover-
nor to win. With a larger than usual out-pouring of black voters,
the overwhelming majority voted for Mike Osborne, Albert
Gore and John J. Hooker. Black voters put most of their eggs
in the Democratic basket. Then the basket was smashed and
the eggs were left a mess.
But there is not too much reason to cry. In Memphis, the
election results won't mean too much to black voters. Either
way the voting results went, Memphis Negroes would still have
the same mayor. the same public officials . . . the same
deeply conservative resistance to any significant black progress.
In the matter of the results as they affect the Negro's role
in the state in general, black voters, either way the results
ended, would gain only a few token jobs in state government
... such as maybe one or two more black state
troopers, a few, one or two, blacks with desks and so-called
offices in Nashville, or one or two other places in the state.
Some few black female typists and clerks might have been the
black reward, either way . . . along with a flock of dry-
bones advisory board appointments for a few big-wig blacks,
as Exhibit "A."
As to the national situation growing out of the week, blacks
made few substantial gains . . . in getting office, or in
seeing so-called "liberals," favorable to their aspirations. In
short, blacks still face the rather depressing presence of an
obviously reactionary Nixon administration, so far as black
hopes are concerned.
Over all, the lesson black voters should have learned from
last week's balloting is contained in a suggestion made very
recently by a recognized black leader here in Memphis. This
leader suggested the need for a black "summit" meeting in
Memphis and Tennessee.
From th• W411111/41, 1%*
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Race bias dims blacks
view of law and order
By AUDREY WEAVER
Police arrogance and prejudice often
do more to knock the majority of black
citizens out of the law and order' class
than almost anything else. A few good
law-abiders were shook up recently by
some cops' rough actions in traffic inci-
dents and are having second thoughts
about the police brutality bit they have
been hearing so much about.
The most vocal complainant sa ys
his brush with the law not only was un-
necessary, but was ridiculous because
all the officer needed to do was put a
traffic ticket on his vehicle and go on
to his next case.
Instead, he says, the policeman en-
tered his business place, inquired about
the owner of a car parked near a hy-
drant and when he admitted that it was
his, demanded to see his driver's license.
Since the store owner was servicing a
customer at the time. he told the officer
he would have to get the license from a
coat pocket which was behind the coun•
ter.
The officer told him he should have
his license on his person at all times,
refused to permit him to go behind the
counter for it; a scuffle ensued, he was
arrested, and charged with all sorts of
things. the complainant contends.
The interesting things here is — how
many people have' their drivers license
on their person at all times, especially
when on the job, and doesn't the 1 a w
say this is mandatory only when the mo-
torist is driving?
This troublesome incident smells of
racism to that defendant!
Another irate driver said he w a s
stopped and told that he had gone
through three red lights . . . -and when
he protested that such a thing was im-
possible under the circumstances, the of-
ficer snapped him up and reached for
his gun.
"I know that the police are uptight
because of the snipings and shootouts
this unwarranted move frightened the
hell out of me . . . I'm a peaceful guy
. . all I did was question his charge.
I know those cats don't pull that kind of
stuff on white motorists."
He says he was quick to tell the of-
ficer he was 'no trouble' and the g u n
play wasn't necessary, so the ticket was
finally written, without more serious con-
sequences.
A young mother of three says t w o
white officers showed contempt for her
small tots when they engaged in a has-
sle with her husband over an apparent
traffic violation. When she objected to
the manner in which they were handling
her husband, they called her all types of
names and threatened to take her to jail
adding that nothing would happen to the
blankety, blankety kids if they were left
alone in the car, she stated.
When children see representatives of
the law act like this, it is hard to teach
them to respect those uniforms, she add-
ed.
Nice law and order black people are
finding it hard to turn that other cheek!
• • •
It's that visibility thing again (racial
that is). When the blacks staged their
city-wide strike in New York on Monday,
one of the leaders of the move, stated
that it was designed to make whites
recognize black power in a tangible way;
that is by closing down or seriously af-
fecting the city's economy.
"We want to show by our absence
that we are not invisible," he declared.
During the one-day strike. which was a
repeat of last year (Nov. 3, 1969), blacks
were urged not to work, travel, use the
telephone or shop between dawn and
sundown. It was action to dramatize the
contribution of blacks to the operations
of the city.
Some 75 per cent of the blacks halt-
ed their activities last year and made a
dent in the coffers of the Transit Author-
ity, caused the closing of two schools;
the curtailing of services in some h o s-
pitals, the Post Office and the telephone
company.
Among the organizations backing
the Monday strike were the New York
Urban League, New York Urban Coali-
tion, African-American Teachers Asso-
ciation, A f ro Policemen's Association,
National Association of Black Social
Workers, the Hospital Workers Union;
FIGHT, a group working to get black
workers in the building trades unions
and others.
My line: Education 
Principal selection
plan eyed at Sbarbaro
By DAVID HARRISON
The Principal Selection Plan as ap-
proved by the Board of Education h a s
reached a critical crossroads with dis-
closures of widespread discontent within
the Sbarbaro school community over the
appointment of John I. Kelly as princi-
pal.
T h e crisis is further highlighted by
the fact that presently 27 black schools
are without an assigned principal and all
of these schools must undergo the inter-
view-selection procedures. These 27 com-
munities are keenly watching how t h
Selection Plan is being implemented —
especially in regards to the intent of
"community participation."
When the Concerned Parents of Sbar-
baro, supported by Rev. Jessie L. Jack-
son, national director of SCLC Operation
Breadbasket met with school superinten-
dent James F. Redmond last Election
Day, the question of the Plan's intent
was the only crucial issue discussed.
Certainly the Plan called for a com-
mittee to function in the interview pro-
cess and all present agreed that this was
t h e proper procedure. At least it w a s
proper in so far as a committee was the
most democratic way of allowing all in-
terests in the community to be express-
ed.
Relative to the Sbarbaro crisis, t h e
crucial issue then became, "Did a com-
mittee at the school ever exist and , sec-
ondly, d i d the committee function?"
These questions are at the heart of the
whole controversy. The beauty lies in
the fact that using this premise, all other
emotional a n d personal feelings a r e
swept aside.
The Sbarbaro crisis does not become
a question of: "Isn't this a Black-white
thing?" or "Isn't Kelly a racist?" or "I
wasn't represented on the committee,"
and "Aren't you trying to force t h e
Board to qualify the present assistant
principal?"
"Did a committee actually exist and
did they properly function?" allows ra-
tional men the opportunity to sit down
and examine the issues and develop al-
ternatives and 'outcomes that will not
only settle the present crisis. but also
will enable future decisions to be made
with minimum discomfort and disruption.
For a committee to have existed, the
concept of "Intent and notice" was ob-
served. Certainly committee members
would have to be informed well in ad-
vance of what they were supposed to do;
w h o was on the committee; and under
what guidelines they were to operate.
This "notice of intent" would have to
allow time for the committee to meet
together in order to arrive at a consen-
sus on their roles.
Truthfully, it must be said that t h e
parties in Redmond's office did not ar-
rive at any joint resolution of this mat-
ter. The parents pointed out that the
superintendent of district 27 Byron
Minor's actions prevented the commit-
tee from receiving proper "notice of in-
tent."
The parents disclosed that committee
members received a mailed notice Satur-
day which inplied that they were to inter-
view candidates on the following Monday
evening. There was no clear cut delinea-
tion of the ground rules and certainly
there wasnt' time allowed for the com-
munity and the committee to get to-
gether.
At the Tuesday meeting with the
Concerned Parents, Supt. Redmond said
four candidate's were being interviewed
by four communities, Sbarbaro, plus
Burnside, Reed and Shoop. As superinten-
dent, he would assign these four candi-
dates to those schools b ased upon the
recommendations from t h e interview
committees. The parents were certain
that t h e Sbarbaro committee was never
informed of these procedures.
Parallel to the parent's premise that
"intent" was never granted in the Sbar-
baro interview, t h e parents questioned
the representative role of the committee.
Certainly, if a principal was being select-
ed and most certainly if democratic pro-
cess was a viable inclusion within t h e
Principal Selection, Plan, then it stands to
reason that this fact should also become
well known.
School officials would be expected to
announce formation of the committee to
the entire community, so that all parents
within the community would be well ad-
vised of it and could offer their services
in interviewing candidates. Public hear-
ings and public disclosure of the comit-
tee's feelings on the candidates would be
published and the community allowed to
respond to the committee's recommenda-
tions before final approval.
Again the parents pointed out the
lack of proper procedures at the district
level. What was finally disclosed was
that t h e interview committee members
testified at a school PTA meeting follow-
ing the interviews tha t they, "were
sworn to secrecy by district officials,"
Superintendent Redmond told t h e
parents he would consider their testi-
mony and undertake a personal review
of the Sbarbaro selection process and ad-
vise the parents Nov. 6, of his decision
The fact that he had extended the
courtesy of meeting with the parents on
what would have normally been a "day
off" prompted the parents to accept his
offering of trust and postpone further ac-
tion until a Freedom School on Saturday
at the Breadbasket meeting.
But as we said before, many other
Black school communities ha v e a close
eye on how school officials interpret"
community parti,:ipation." In area A the
schools are DuSable UGC, Horner, Kos-
minski. Fernwood, Ryder, F or t Dear-
born, Wacker, Burnside, McDade, Ben-
nett, Caldwell-McDowell, Dunne, Park-
side and Carnegie.
In Area B, communities are carefully
watching Suder, Hughes, Farragut High,
Dunbar Vocaaional H I g h, Forrestville
UGC, Forrestville High and Hendricks.
Area C's vacancies include Manierre,
Manley UGC, Marshall High, Webster,
Flower Vocational High, a n d Goldblatt.
Like we said, 27 eyes fire on Supt. Red-
mond's office.
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Stax Artist to appear in Chicago EXPO
SCLC's National Director
of Operation Breadbasket,
the Rev. Jesse L. Jackson,
is a strong believer in a
community of oppressed peo-
ple doing what is necessary -
by working with others and
by themselves-to better their
lot. In this connection, the
young and dynamic Rev Mr
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MISS UNCF Contestants — These five ee.
Moyne-Owen coeds are seeking the title of
"Miss UNCF." The contest is a fund-rais-
ing effort on campus to help swell the an-
nual United Negro College Fund campaign
soon to be launched in Memphis. Parti-
cipants include from left to right Miss
Jackson, is eagerly expecting
Breadbasket's second annual
Black Business Expo which
u ill be held for five days,
November 11-15, at Chicago's
Mary Ferguson representing the freshman
class; Miss Claudia Canada, AKA sopho-
more representative; Miss Joyce Blackburn,
sponsored by the junior class and DST so-
rority; Miss Gloria Jean Lee, senior class
representative; and Miss Clennie Glover,
the Zeta Phi Beta sorority contestant.
Mays raps black
studies separatism
ATLANTA — "Education
is not a game to be played
by separatsits or segrega-
tionists," says long-time edu-
cator Dr. Benjamin E.
Mays in criticizing black
studies limited to black stu-
dents.
Mays. president of the
Atlanta (Ga.) Board of Edu-
cation, expressed his views
on education to a gathering
of University of Chicago
alumni Wednesday. He
spoke at the Marriott Motor
hotel in Atlanta.
While he believes black
contributions to society have
been virtually ignored or
taught with a bias on our
educational system, Mays
desires that all students
share in these programs. He
hopes black studies will be
thoroughly interlaced in col-
lege curricula by the time
"the pressure to do so has
been lifted."
Mays started his 49-year
educational career as a
-teacher of mathematics at
Morehouse college, Atlanta.
He returned to that insti-
tution in 1940 to begin his 27-
year tenure as that college's
president. He retired in
1967.
A 1935 Ph. D. graduate of
The University of Chicago.
Mays also has served as
Dean of the School of Reli-
gion at Howard University
(Washington, D. C.) He at-
tended,- as a delegate, the
first and second assemblies
of the World Council of
Churches in 1948 and 1954.
Educational institu-
tions keeping tuned to the
current needs of students in
White •jury
frees teen
BAY MINETTE, Ala. An
all-white Baldwin County
Circuit Court Jury required
only 44 minutes to return a
"not guilty" verdict in free-
ing an 18-year-old black youth
from a possible death or
long prison sentence, for the
alleged rape of a white
woman. The action was said
to be uprecedented in the
county's court annuals.
The accused, Richard Lee
Bradley Jr., of Daphne, was
the only one of the four
youths charged in the case
not convicted. The other
three, Herbert Elliot Jr., 19,
Lonnie Johnson Jr., 21, and
Calvin S. Means, 18, were
Itentenced to life, 20 years,
and 75 years imprisonment.
respectively when brought to
trial for the same alleged
offiense.
Bradley was defended by
-7 Delano J. Palughi of Mobile,
and Kenneth Cooper of Bay
Minette. His acquittal was
regarded as a significant
victory for the Non-Partisan
Voters League and the Citi-
zens C o mmittee, Mobile
based civil rights organiza-
__
tions which interceded in the
case.
Intervention in the case
was under the direction of
J. L. LeFlore, director of
case work of the organiza-
tions. He is identified as a
civil rights strategist who
has directed case work ac-
tivities of the voters league
and the citizens committee
for the past score of years.
LeFore also took a leading
part in the successful fight
to save Willie Seals first
from the death chair, then
to win his freedom, in
Alabama's cause celebre
legal fight. He praised both
defense attorneys for the
dedication shown on behalf
of young Bradley. The wide-
ly known civil rights strate
gist said that winning Brad-
ley's freedom under the cii
cumstances was unparalleled
for a rural Alabama couffiy.
where prejudice is assumed
to be stronger against b,pc,.
A challenge was made by.
defense attorneys of Bald- 1
win County's jury system in-(
volving the exclusion of Black I
citizens from jury rolls. The;
question of a dual system of
justice was also considered.i
The 18-year old married
white woman testifield the
alleged rape took place near
3 a.m. April 18, off Highway,
98 near Daphne, after her
car ran into a ditch because
of a heavy fog. Nine Negro
youths in two automobiles
were said to have driven by
and stopped. She said they
first offered to get the car
out of the ditch but couldn't
move it.
The young woman said
she then started walking
toward Fairhope and was
overtaken by four of the
black youths and forced to
turn into an isolated side
road, where each of them
raped her. However, she told
the court she could not iden-
tify Bradley as one of the
attackers, neither did she
identify any of the three
other youths during their
trial.
Hunter holds
big men's day
The Hunter Avenue Bap-
tist Church observed its
Annual Men's Day recently.
The Sunday School was
taught in Concert by Bro.
W. E. Johnson of the St.
John Baptist Church.
Guest Male Choruses for
the 3 p.m. services were
Hill Chapel, New Hope, and
King Solomon.
Speaker was Rev. L. M.
Morganfield. pastor of the
King Solom• n MBC.
Master of ceremonies for
this great event was Bro.
Wm. Flemming of Friend-
ship Baptist Church.
Bro. Harrison Rodgers
was chairman and Bro
Willie D(xkins. secretary
11e% 1, R Billiei pastor
today's fast changing world
are those "not allergic to
experimentation and
and change." he contends.
One such change would be
toward a closer tie between
universities and their local
communities. Mays advo-
cates curriculum planning
which would include course
alternations designed to
"bridge the social gap be-
tween educational institutions
and community members.
"No student should be al-
lowed to earn a degree with-
out being given an oppor-
tunity to contribute to the
local community," he says.
An author of numerous
publications, his latest book,
Born to Rebel, will be made
available to the public in
February, 1971.
huge International Amphi-
theatre, to be bigger and
better than last year's suc-
cessful effort.
Last year more than 300
exhibitors. including Stax
Records, bought booths in the
Amphitheatre and displayed
goods and services ranging
from books and records, to
heavy road building equip-r
ment. More than 600,000 peo-
ple attended the affair
This year, the Rev. Mr
Jackson, affectionallv refer
red to as "The Country
Preacher" (also the name of
his Stax LP on the Respect
label) says more than 400
exhibitors from 35 states will
be on hand and he expects
patrons to number more than
a million.
Joining the Rev. Mr Jack -
Card game
much fun
A benefit Bridge and
Whist Tournament at Fa-
ttier Bertrand's Gymna-
sium, 1169 Kerr, last Fri-
day night not only provid-
ed entertainment, but pro-
vided assistance to St. Thom-
as Catholic Church. Father
James Lyke, young com-
munity lead er is the
Church priest.
The affair was sponsored
by the St. Monica Sodality
Club, an active group of
church matrons.
Cash and other prizes
were awarded the top win-
ners in each Tournament.
Mrs. Leroy Yancey, pres-
ident, and the Committee
worked hard to auure
patrons an enjoyable even-
ing.
son in this self-help belief
and b t r ongly supporting
moves of black people to
work singley and in concert
with others to improve their
lot, is Stax Records, its offi-
cials, President James Stew-
art and Executive Vice
President Al Bell and mem
hers of the Stax family, The
purpose of the Exposition is
not only to introduce Black
exhibitors to ‘4hite business
and financial leaders, an in-
troduction that could le?d to
profitable business contra ct-
ura I arram.:ernent hut al
to acquaint Blacks with the
many and diverse btisinee -
and services offered in their
own communities
Thus, Stax Record stars
Billy (Mr. B.) Eckstine, the
famous Staple Singers, Issac
(Hot Buttered Soul) Hayes,
a member of the internation-
ally famous songwriting team
of (David) Port* and Hayes,
Luther Ingram, John Ka-
Sandra, The Emotions, Er-
nie Hines and the Temprees
("Follow Her Rules and Reg-
ulations") are proudly joining
fellow Stax artist, the Rev.
Mr. Jackson and other s;ar.;
of entertainment in perfor-
mance at Black Expo.
Among other famous stars
staging huge entertainment
shows during the five-day
event are Julian (Cannonball)
Adderley, Qunicy Jones, J.J.
Johnson, Ray Brown, The
Watts 103rd Street Band, Ben
Branch and the Operation
Breadbasket's Orche stra
and Choir, Oscar Peterson,
Miles Davis, Eddie Harris,
Donald Byrd, The Impres-
sions, Aretha Franklin, Lea
McCann, Roberta Flack, Kim
Weston, B.B. King, Bill Cos-
Get theBest
Used Cars From the
Get Mere Dealer!
ISHER 1925 UNION AVE275-11483250 SUMMER
324-4444
ATHAN'S
LOAN FFICE
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES-OF VALUE
176 & 178 BEALE STREET JA 6-5300
It's an Old Forester
kind of day.
And in the past
100 years there's
been a lot of them.
For 100 years. people who enjoy the taste ot a
great Kentucky Bourbon have turned to Old Forester.
At 86 or MO proof -There is nothing better in the market.
,•. • r, ng.., W.A. 'MAN HOMAN 14,1011 0, I 
fillIKAINIUP4. Al i*%RII V101411A •re 'se
by, Flip Wilson and Redd
Foxx.
"For Blacks Only" TV
host Holmes (Daddy-0) Day-
lie, who is publicist for the
huge Expo affair, says the
nation's 1,600 elected black
officials have been invited,
and many will be on h..nd
for the rope-cutting (as op-
posed to ribbon cutting) cere-
monies on Expo's_ formai
opening day. Daylie, who is
a popular WGRT (Chicago)
radio dee-jay, reveals that
Expo's Cultural Commission
headed by Mrs. Delores El-
liot* with famous singer,
Mrs. Etta MoWn Barnett as
a member, has invited dig-
nitaties from Africa, Canada
and other foreign countries.
Daryl Grisham, president
of Parker House Sausage
Company of Chicago, is
chairman of a Black and Mi-
nority Business Couterence at
the University of Chicago's
Center for Continuing Educa-
tion. This conference will be
held a few days before Expo
officially opens.
Stax Records is proud to
be associated with and parti-
cipating in events of such
positive nature as Black
Business Expo. We believe it
is an event that will have
beneficial effects of imme-
diate and long range nature,
for both the Black and white
communities.
awsormbilt
Mi
Carla visited WDIA
hosted by News Director
she stopped to talk with
dent of Tri-State Bank of
in Memphis.
Radio to do FOCUS ON YOUTH
Edward Harris right, while there
Jessie Turner, left who is Presi-
Memphis and Civil Rights Leader
HOGUE & KNOTT BREAD, BUNS, ROLLS,
are your very best buy in Memphis
likok•ci In Memphis by MornphIons
....rubbed rushed doily to your big
Ilogu• S' Knott suportrnorkot for
rrICIK,TYrn 11•Shrl•SS.
Hogue & Knott
Hamburger
or Hot Dog
BUNS
8 to ip,g
11.
\,sv.40
.11.01-:÷. •
4vr
v./
voiti
BREAD 27t
BROWN N SERVE
ROLL5 o2gtuoe P8:c%cge t 2 7 t
MORPti r'RIDE
SL:C_.) RAY PACK
BACON L49
HOGUE & KNOTT PURE
PORK
SAUSAGE 3 LBPKG119
CnR CINKLE CUT
POTATOES 110
2 LBS WV
oDiANGE 250
JUICE 1 2 oz
TOM TURKEY
'TiLBS is UP
B
37c
HAM
SLICES
'„ENTER CUT
89c
49c
B
KING COTTON
FRANKS
1 2 0 Z
CENTER CUT
PORK CHOPS
LB 
65c
HUM-MAID T
BISCUITS 50,50
VIVA ASST
JUMBO WHITE
TOWELS3/100
JACK &
THE BEAN STALK
CUT BEANS3c
16 oz
GOLDEN RIPE
BANANAS 1
RED
WASHED SPUD
7'
9 10 11)
_
RED R011.1F
APPLES
4 h h 49c,
HOGUE & KNOTT
1378 HOLLYWOOD
3511 PARK
1578 LAMAR
4321 SUMMER
3384 N. THOMAS 973 SO THIRD
3362 SUMMEc,
Open Sundays for For Your Shopping Convenience 9 A II to 1 P
POTATOES 4c 
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Whylum named to
Memphis NAB job
;Jjaroid J. Whalum, three-
tor of community health pro-
grams for the Mid-South
Medical Center Council and
a well-known Memphis busi-
nelsman, has been named
metro director of the Mem-
phis Chapter of the National
Alliance of Businessmen.
Mr. Whalum's appointment
was announced today by Ira
A. Lipman, NAB metro
eitairman. The new director
....Leech Donald A. Sea-
man, manager of manpower
t.ra ining programs for
Guardsmark. Inc.. wtio nas
been transferred to Guards-
mark's executive division
in- New York.
—Mr. Lipman is president
and board chairman of
ileardsmark.
The Memphis NAB chapter
is one of 125 throughout the
country which function as
partnership h e tween the
Federal government and
business and industry in pro-
viding employment and job
training for hard core un-
em ploy ed
A total of 185 Memphis
firms are participating in
NAB. Since Mr. Lipman's ap-
pointment in May by Presi-
dent Nixon and the appoint-
ment of Mr. Seaman a s
metro director, five new
manpower contracts have
been generated between the
Department of Labor and
private businesses. Also, the
Memphis NAB chapter along
with other agencies was in-
strumental in raising a com-
mitment of 200 summer
youth jobs to more than 700.
Mr. Whalum, a lifelong
Memphian, is president of
Whalum and Co., an in-
surance. investments and
consulting firm, and board
chairman of Soul Brands,
"
Dr. Humphreys
Manassas guest
Dr. C.C.- Humphrey s, pres-
idpnt of Memphis State
University, will be the
speaker at Manassas High
School Wednesday morn-
ing, November 25, 1970 at
10:90 a m. Dr. Humphreys
— —
Shopping Sears
with JOA
4.I.
New Tov
Ideas for
Christmas
'Christmas decorations are pop-
ping up here and there- are you
beginning to get the message?
Yop know, it's fun to shop a
little early, the selection is terri-
fic . . . and SEARS BIG TOY
BOX is ready. NOW. Since shop
ping for kids usually takes up the
bulle -of your Christmas shopping
time, you can take advantage of
SEERS tremendous toy selection,
Here are toys that are sure to
please any child. Sears is the place
to gm
''Gfeat'Ins s for (treat hill;
That's SEARS theme tor toys.
and believe me they live up to it.
They're a Christmas tun and gift
center for your youngsters as well
as boys and girls of all ages. Most
of the Brand Name Toys you see
on TV . . . SEARS has 'eni. plus
whole lot of exclusive -sold onls
at SEARS- toys you'll be happ\
to discover. Everything planned
for a child's enjoyment.
Imagine new life size tor kids1
Hanest Gold Steel home appli-
ances that kids can play with hour
after hour. Little "home makers'
and their dolls can share in the
fun of mini appliances that bring
realism to their play. Talk about
dolls. SEARS selection is bound
to have just what you want with
the ever popular black dolls As
well as SEARS own "Baby Sing
Song.'
l.or The Young :-..ports Fan
for that older boy in your
household, SEARS is offering a
magnificent Super Bowl Football
Set which includes an exciting ex
elusive Super Bowl side-rail and
gamefield with 3-tier NFL grand
stand and scoreboard plus the Si.
per Bowl contestants in their offi
cial uniforms, the new one-piece
goal posts with realistic protective
padding. It's hours of fun Ow
boys (and dads) appreciate.
Ox maybe. he would like
fast moving Pro-Hockey Game
with deluxe scoreboard. plast.i.
stylized end panels with glass-likt
rink enclosures behind each goal
There's a choice of two typei of
pucks. team pennants, roving goal
ies puck return and fast action
metal players.
Ur There 1 oung "Nlotorists
In lour House'
For the younger fellow of you,
*surlily or even your daughtel be
tween the ages of 2 and t) years
SEARS offers the Dune Buggy
which features Pony Red color
real engine detail and simulated
headlights with powered by 6 volt
battery and high Impact plasm
body it travels al speeds up to
‘2 M.P.H. and recharges ovetnigle
on regular household current
Or if your boys are still quite
young, then the _toy lot them is
the Hot Wheels Road Race Se'
which features the fastest ,ars in
the world c halleriging a figurt 8
course in side-by-tede competition
Benet still, they might prefer the
Road Rate Set with a lap length
ox 30 fee, and powered oy I 2%
Hi Torque motors or a train se.
Lob. ol Nen Full Ideas
Whatesei fun ideas you wan.
for you' youngsters for Christmas
be it a Super Bowl Football Sc.
fot the boys or one of the new
black dolls for your orl, poi'
SEARS ac the top of your-idea
list After all. SEARS is a family
store. they realize that .Cbrigtmas
time is chddren's wise and the'
try to fulfill every child's fondest
dream in their Big Toy Box
JOAN GOLDEN
f o r . . .
%FARS ROE fill 0. AND(
ell! be the guest 01 the
'Ole Timers.' social club
which will be presenting
its 27th annual Thanksgii -
ins program.
Dr. Humphreys was rear-
ed in Paris and attended
public school in that West
Tennessee City.
He attended t Uni, or-
sity of Tenn(, :o• 'la tar-
'n
!.xv. (f re ve%! its
Boohc!or ierL"c a.•:ree
in ti:36. M.,ster of de-
gree 1938. and Ph. I). legroe
at New York University in
1957.
The Ole "riiic-s. a !.,)
service chit)
young men. 1'. a:
by Mrs. Bernice
a music teacher at Manas-
sas in 1943, since retired.
The program on Wendt's-
day morning will be .1:,•1(1
in the Cora P. Taytoi
Auditorium at Manassas.
The public is invited.
Music for this occasion
will be furnished by Mr.
Lucious Lamar. guest so-
loist, and the combined
choir of Douglas and Ma-
nassas High Schools, under
the direction of Mesdames
June Glenn. and Bobbie
Jones.
L. B. Hobson is principal
and O.T. Peeples is sponsor
01 the Organization.
HIDE GRAY HAIRApte.
(401
ATALL CRUG5TORES
5110( BIS
DOOM =on/coups atf man
ORBS'S DR IN PULE
Inc. He also serves as direc-
tor of community relations
for WREC AM-FM-TV.
He is a vice president of
the Memphis Area Chamber
of Commerce, vice chairman
of the Memphis Park
Commission, a n d fir st
vice chairman of the Mem-
phis Urban League. He is
active also in Shelby United
Neighbors. March of Dimes,
Goodfellows, Inc., Goodwill
Boys' Club, Boy Scouts, and
Family Service of Memphis.
He was educated in Mem-
phis city schools, and was
graduated with a bachelor
degree from Morehouse Col-
iege and a master's in busi-
ness administration from At-
lanta University. He has
completed studies in
actuarial mathematics at
the State University of Iowa
and the University of Ten-
nessee.
He serves on the Board of
Stewards of the Avery Chapel
ter AM E Church, and is
active in church affairs on
district and general con-
ference levels. He served in
the Army during the Korean
Conflict.
Mr. and Mrs. Whalum, the
former Matilda Chavis, have
t wo sons.
111111,
Arlo'
•••••
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Pryor of Chicago, Illinois stopped in
Memphis and visited the 'Fri-State Defender Office. Mr.
Pryor is sales manager for a national beer company and
uncle of Mrs. Whittier Sengstacke, Sr., wife of the Defend-
er's General Manager.
INSURANCE COMPANY ENDS SWEEP-
STAKES DRIVE — The Golden Circle
Lite Insurance Company of Brownsville,
Tennessee, recently ended its SALE-O-RA-
MA SWEEPSTAKES DRIVE. Mrs. Jeanette
Reaves (second from left) of Bolivar, Ten-
nessee accepts the keys to a 1970 Impala
Chevrolet representing the first prize pre-
sented by the Insurance Company climax•
ing its annual Sale-O-Rama program. Mrs.
Reaves made $244.25 increase during this
program with a collection average of 99"
and gross arrears average 116%. She was
• tAk‘...
F;*
•• :t> •
.....041046110
empli yed by the Golden Circle Life Insu-
rance Company on September 15, 1959 as a
trainee agent on a ,alary of $75.00 p e r
weee. Atte- comple ing her initial training
and passing the state licensing examina-
tions, she is now earning $283.16 per week.
Pictured with her are: (from left) Rev.
Junious Merizie. 1968 and 1969 winner: A.
V. Miller, Agency Director, Jesse C. Giles,
Brownsville District Manager: and (Back-
ground) Brownsville and Union protective
districts agency forces.
Dispute Phila. plan
PHILADELPHIA — A re-
cent Labor Department an-
nouncement hearalding an
improvement in minority
employment at Federal
Construction projects h a s
been dismissed by the Coun-
cil For Equal Job Oppor-
tunity as "unwittingly de-
ceiving the public."
CEJO, a non-government
constituent agency of the
PhilaIlephia Fellowship Com-
mission, combines various
business. labor, and civic
leaders into a group that
acts as a watchdog seeking
compliance with all fecting
hiring and firing practices.
According to the Labor
Department's announced
statistics, 25 current area
Wigs by
MON-CLAIRE
Open Monday Thru Saturday 9:30 a.m. 5:30 p.m. (Except Holidays)
Back to School?
ikir;\\Have the best dressed head in town.
Wash & Wear
Tapered Wig
95
100% Human Hair
Tapered Wig $10 95
Long Fall 1995 Afro-Wig 1995
Kxpert Styling $350
; 14 North Main .1)()%sw %Ho., 527-3619
projects show the percen-
tage of minority iron work-
ers up from 1.4 per cent
fast year to 30 per cent
this year, steamfitters up
from 0.65 last year to 25
per cent this year, and other
technical crafts experienc-
ing similar increases.
CEJO commented that
this survey represents a
"study of only 180 jobs, 41
of which are held by mi-
nority waiters."
In a letter sent to Labor
Secretary Hodgson today.
Thomas Rowe, President
of CEJO, cautioned the De-
partment. saying that
"since the Philadelphia Plan
was put into effect a year
ago, the overall percent-
age of s k ill e d minority
craftsmen in the communi-
ty remains virtually unchang-
ed from last yea—about two
percent."
Reports similar to t h c
one just issued by the La-
bor Department "unwittingly
deceive the public into be-
lieving that the percent-
age of skilled minority work-
ers is up substantially,"
said Rowe.
The recent Labor Depart-
ment survey was also critici-
zed as "hastily arranged
and carried out by the De-
partment's Washington of-
fice, rather than by a local
government compliance
agency."
CEJO suggested that the:
office be improved "to col-
lusion, whereby contractors.
could bring minority people
from other jobs to Federal
jobs for the purpose of simply
passing the inspection.-
11All COLORINC
Mse Dot GRAY
The Ladle' Wily
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come meet
Miss Louise Ward,
well-known
New York
hat designer,
here to show
her new holiday
collection and
personnally assist
in your
selections . .
tomorrow, Nov. 12,
Friday, Nov. 13, and
Saturday, Nov. 14,,
in our Downtown
Millinery Salon,
fashion third
x.•
N,‘
4/001-
•
The Louise Showcase
Collection of
dashing and glamorous
one-of-a-kind originals
offers you derring-do
as you've never Seen
before . . . swaggery and
swashbuckling in fine
felts, gleaming satins,
beautiful brocades, and
exciting special
-occasion
novelties.
The Collection Mood from
22.99
•
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Red. and Mrs. D. W. White celebrated their 50th GoldenWeeding Anniversary, recently at Oak Grove Church. Theparents of 12 children, the Whites have 38 Grandchildrenand 6 great-grandchildren.
Riles first
SACRAMENTO, Calif. -
(UPI) - The 6-foot-4 black
in a conservative blue suit
walked confidently to the
podium in the ultra-modern
high school aduitorium.
It was the opening of a
political d e bate between
Wilson C. Riles, and Max
Rafferty, the white state
superintendent o f p ublic
instruction.
That debate launched a
campaign that lifted Riles
from his relatively obsecure
post as a state school admin-
istrator to the job of
California's No. 1 educator.
Riles told a news confer-
ence the debate, which
occurred in September -in
a subu rban community
of south of San Francisco,
and three other face-to-face
confrontations the keys in
his ouster of Rafferty - a
veteran conservative na-
tionally known.
Riles, 53 an orphan reared
in the backwoods of Louis-
iana polled 3,195,555 votes to
Rafferty's 2,716,369 in the
nonpartisan race. The vic-
tory made Riles the first
black elected to a statewide
office in California.
Prior to his election upset,
Riles served as Rafferty's
assistant in charge of Com-
pensatory Education.
In explaining his win,
Riles s a id the debates
demonstrated t h e public
"could not be fooled" by
Rafferty and that he himself
had a better knowledge of
how to improve California's
vast school system for
nearly five million children.
Riles said that at the
beginning of the campaign
public opinion polls showed
only 7 pr f ent of the voters
favored him. But, he noted,
in the last week of the cam-
paign he led Rafferty by a
percentage point.
Rafferty, also 53, was an
outspoken foe of "progressive
education" and said he
to hold State office
planned to fight - if re-
elected - drug abuse, man-
datory busing and teacher
strikes.
In 1961, he made a speech
in which he claimed patrio-
tism was on the 'wane in the
classroom. The text was
published in a national
magazine, and it gained
him nationwide attention.
The next year Rafferty
was elected to his first term
and was re-elected four
years later.
Rafferty in 1968 won a
June Primary election for
the Republican nomination
for the U. S. Senate, de-
feating incumbent Thomas
Kuchel. Rafferty was de-
feated by Democrat Alan
Cranston in the general
election.
Tuesday was Riles' first
attempt at elective office.
He charged repeatedly that
Rafferty "climbed for a
partisan office on the backs
of our children."
Riles campaigned on the
theme Rafferty was blocking
progress in California Edu-
cation. Rafferty countered
that test scores showed
children's reading ability
improved during his admini-
stration.
Banker urges business
to respond to change
LOS ANGELES - A lead-
ing banker urged the nation's
businessmen to be com e
more responsive to social
challenges, and the Ameri-
can shareowner to support
business in its e f for t s to
adapt to changing times.
"Either we choose intelli-
gent evolution for the cor-
porate enterprise, permitting
it to be responsive to social
challenges or we can expect
something more drastic im-
posed by others," said A.
W. Clausen.
The president of Bank of
FAMOUS HIGH FASHION
VALUES TO 98c CARD,4, 
:.c.,:, 
nigil- 7ro , - i
2BUTTONS 
CARD
LOOK LADIES!
Entire Stock
SALE
20% OFF MARKED PRICES
• All Drapery Fabrics
• AN Drapery Notions
• An Dress Notions
• All Lace—Braids—Trims
,t
it• All Drapery FringesSHOP MID-SOUTH'SLARGEST SELECTIONS-
• SAVE 20% ON THE ITEMS
OF YOUR CHOICE!
FAMOUS BRAND
iftEG. $3.99 YD. 54 IN. WIDE
'! BONDED WOOL
• ON SOUL
t 1970 PATTERNS 
'2",,,,Ace 100% WOOLt RACK 100% ACETATEa CHICKS — PLAIDS — SO0 DS• AND fANC[FS TARO
BURLINGTON PONTEROMA
100% WOOL
DOUBLE KNITS
* 60" WIDE—ON BOLTS
Sr EVERY LADIES' FAVORITE FOR KICHEST TKshiog_.
• PANTSUITS, SUITS, COATS, AND DRESSES
, IN BETTER APPAREL STORES THESE OUTFLTS
WOULD SELL FOR 9500 TO $150 CO
•
: SALE $69 • 'V;0.98 YD.
REG
PRICE yd.
SAVE 53 ON EVERY YARD YOU SUFI!
18,000 YARD PURCHASE
FOR MEMPHIS STORES
I U.S. STAMPED
NAUGAHYDE
i
* 14- WIDE-ON BOLTS
* ASSORTED COLORS-PATTERNS
3 VALUES TO '3 91 80
$100
I Yd.
HANCOCK LOW SALE PRICE
•
THREE BIG DAYS
THURS. thru SAT.
40LIDAy our
A-kotadfve
30 COLORS Reg. $2.89 Yd.
FELT
• 50% WOOL-SO% RAYON
• 72" WIDE 
FELT 111c
SQUARES ... I V EA.
FROM MEMPHIS' LARGEST FABRIC STORES
Yo.' I f,,,d Memphis' largest selections of Memphis'
(00#1,, p c es ... a combination sure to please •very
brrde to-be.
• Silk Organza
• Imported French laces
• Nylon illusion
• 100°. Raw Silk
• Imported Trim and Appliques
• * Crowns and tiaras
• Silk linen
• Peau de Sole
• Brocades
• Alencon lace—all widths
• Silk Satin
* Brocades
* Silk and wool blends
* Brussels Lace
Bridal Consultants Available to Help You With Your Bridal and Party Fabric Needs!
Cf
'NO. tin C11110.01,1
0
Himecck FABRICS-, 7"--N
IINUOICITS 
IN I 
NI
alio Mehl
Gentlemen:
A HANCOCK GIFT
CERTIFICATE IS SURE
TO PLEASE YOUR LADY!
MID-SOUTH'S LARGEST SELECTIONS
"A 1" BONDED TURBO ACRYLICSSTOCK
* OUR REG. STOCK
-s3.98-
3,0.49-54.98 Yd.
* FAMOUS BRANDS
* EXPO DESIGNS
* CHECKS-FANCIES
SOLIDS
• 10000 ACRYPC LINED
WITH 10000 ACFTATE
* ALL AT ONE LOW
HANCOCK PRICE
$,98
dirm YD.
KNITSI KNITS KNITSI KNITSI KNITS! KNITS! KNITS! KNITS! KNITS! KNITS! KNITS!
KNITS! 
KNITS!
KNITS!
KNITSI OUR ENTIRE STOCK KNITS!KNITS!
KNITS!
KNITS, 100% POLYESTER 
KNITS!
KNITS!
KNITS!
KNITS!
KNITS!
KNITS!
K NITSIDOU BILE KNITsKIMINIITTSSII
KNITS!
KNITS!
KNITS!
KNITS!
KNITS! ,
KNITS, MID-SOUTH'S LARGEST SELECTIONS OF NEW FALL COLORS, STYLING, PAT- KNITS?
KNITS! TERNS, DESIGNS AND WEAVES—BRANDS YOU KNOW AND TRUST KNIITSI!KNITS! EVERY [ FAVORITE "MIRACLE FABRIC" FOR EVERYTHING IN HER WARDROBE.KNITS! FROM L., •. • ,OAS- DRESSES—BLOUSES TO YOUR MOST FASHIONABLE SUITS KNITSIKNITS 
e soots!
KNITS' REG. $5"-55" yd. $341. REG. sl"-s8" yd. 4'59? , TS!KNITS' r . KKNNIITS!KNITS' 
n ' KNITS!
4 6 1 
KNITSKKNITS! 
N 
 
 S I
KNITS! REG. 55"-56" yd. '44 REG. '9"-s10" yd.KNITS,KNITS!
V KNITS! NEVER BEFORE OFFERED SUCH SELECTIONS-SUCH LOW PRICES. ALL ON KNITS!
KNITS? SOLTS-10"36" WIDE. MACHINE WASHABLE-NO-IRON. 
KNITS!
KNITS! KNITS KNITS, KNITSI KNITS! KNITS] KNITS! KNITS, KNITS! KNITS! KNITS!
HattetFABRICk,
SOUTH P1A2A 
2
HIS 
3
MOM EAST INEILPHIS 3011 5143
SHOPPING CENTER PARK AVE 2492 JACKSON AYE THOMAS ST QUINCE RD
WHITEHAVEN PARK CENTER AT HOtLYWOOD FRAYSER QUINCE AT WHITE STA
100% POLYESTER
BATTING
• ONE POUND BAG
• 72 ' . 90 ' SIZF
• PEC: S3 98
$ 98
BAG
PRE-HOLIDAY
PARTY FABRICS
OUR REG. STOCK
• METALLICS—NON-METALLIC
* BROCADES—FANCIES
* FIRST QUALITY—FAMOUS IMPORTS
AND DOMESTIC BRANDS
* CONTENTS ON BOLTS
REC. °2"-3" yd. 
REG. s5" yd. 
VALUES TO 2.96
SPECIAL PURCHASE
300 DOLTS IN EACH STORES
PRINTS-SOLIDS
KNITS
* 45" WIDE-ON BOLTS
* 100% COTTON
* 100°. TRIACETATE
* 55°. POLYESTER, 45°. WOOL yd.
DOOR BUSTER:
VELVETEEN
* REG, '3.98 FIRST QUALITY $ 98* 100% COTTON-TWILL BACK
* ASSORTED COLORS
* 2-10 YARD LENGTHS, yd.
FAMOUS BRAND-REG. 12.99
WOOL SALE!
• SY" WIDE-ON BOLTS
• qr. WOOL-
1110 COLORS 
$1 9Y!'
• SOUDS-FANCIES
• SUIT--0011-PANTS
BURLINGTON "CELESTIAL"
BONDED ACRYLIC
$149
YD
* AEG '31$ 80 SELLER
* CONTENTS ON BOLTS
* NEAR FALL PLAIDS AND
SOLIDS-DRY CLEAN
* 1110 FASHION COLORS
Patterns
Vogue-Butterick
Simplicity-McCall:
A.
6
HOLIDAY PLAZA
awl
WEST MEMPHIS ARK
STORE HOURS
WEEK DAYS
9 A.M.-9 P.M.
SATURDAY
9 A.M.-6 P.M.
America emphasized. -We
don't need to eliminate
change - we need to tame
it. The challenge is to learn
how to use technology intel-
ligently to control the rate
of change that human beings
can reasonably assimilate
within a fixed span of time."
Addressing t he 1970-71
Business Outlook Conference
of the Greater Los Angeles
Chamber of Commerce at
the Biltmore Hotel, Clausen
expressed the belief t h a t
America's .f r e e enterprise
system "offers the individu-
Sesame Street goes
international
A proven success through-
out the fifty states, "Sesa-
me Street," the widely her-
alded television series de-
signed for preschool a g e
children, will be seen this
season in the West Indies
and other Caribbean coun-
tries.
So pleased was the Jamai-
can government to acquire
the show that they have pur-
chased TV sets to install in
the mountain areas. This
will be a new experience for
rural children who have ne-
ver set eyes upon an elec-
tronic marvel because the
majority of their families
are too poor to purchase one.
Now about to begin its
second season on television
the Children's Television
Workshop, producers of Se-
same Street, have also work-
ed out agreements wit h
other Caribbean countries in-
cluding Aruba and Bermuda.
The latter has even schedul-
ed a third daily telecast so
that children eating their
lunch may view it.
Several English speaking
African countries, realizing
the educational value of the
show, have announced their
intentions of airing it within
the next four months. With
a low literacy rate, many of
the f or e i gn governments
have seized upon Sesame
Street as the most effective
weapon to instill early learn-
learning in their children,
many who have grown up as
adults with a second or third
grade reading level.
T h e a w a r d - winning
series returned to the air-
v.'avds in the United Stites
on Monday, Nov. 9. on more
than 250 public and com-
mercial stations from coast
to coast.
'My
al the greatest hope in the
world we're entering."
"But the system's status in
that world is not guaranteed.
It must be earned. And it
can be earned and enhanc-
ed only if it recognizes and
uses its own strengths:
its innate adaptability and
its capacity to m a n a ge
change to provide services
which society as a w hole
needs or desires - and can-
not achieve as well through
other means.
"Corporate enterprise has
survived and contributed tq
human society so far be-
cause it has evolved, adapii,
ing to changing demands of
society at large. It will be
able to survive in tomor-
row's world only if it contin-
ues to follow an evolutio1i7
ary course of action."
_Supremes guest star
on 'Festival at Ford's'
Motown's Supremes, t he
world's leading female sing-
ing group, have been set to
guest star on "Festival at
.
Ford's," NBC-TV special
airing Thanksgiving D a y,
November 26, at 8:30 p.m.
"Festival at Ford's," Mier_
TV public service special so—
lute to the music of AmerL..7
ca, will be taped at Ford's
Theatre in Washington, D.C.
on November 18 before # dis-
tinguished invitational audi-
ence including the President
of the United States, Rich-
ard M. Nixon, his wife Mrs.
Patricia Nixon, his Cabinet
and leading m em ber s of
Congress.
The Supremes, who have
sold more records than any
female group in the history
of the recording industry
and are a leading segament
of contemporary music, will
be joining the previously an-
nounced Pearl Bailey, Ten-
nessee Ernie Ford, Bobby
Gentry, Burl Ives, Henry
Mancini and Dionne
wick who will be guests on
the show.
"Festival at Ford's" will
be hosted by Andy Williams
and will be narrated by
James Stewart. The show
will be produced by Bob
Henry and directed by
Clark Jones.
Classified Ads
DON'T MOVE IMPROVE
We do the complete Job room addi-
tions garages concrete drives, plumb-ing. wiring, heating. lens, bedrooms
or new baths.
CALL NOW JErrazi
F'RF.F: EsT1NIATE 432-2917
downtown • union ave.
soutidand mall
--C S S—
fashion specialists in sises
18 to 60 and 161/2 to 321/2
ming and easy
swing skirt
12.00
specially sized
14134 to 2434
and 44 to 42
the free and oar', solid col-
or swing skirt blends beauti-
fully with the stripoci torso
. . solid color sosh bolt to
wear if you wish' . . .
groat buy in acetate knit . .
navy with red/white or
brown with geld/white.
MAIL ORDERS: add 75c postage plus
41/2% tax for Tonsumm &livery.
J STOUT SHOPPEDOWNTOWN • 64 SO. MAIN • $274436
UNION AVE. • 1902 UNION • 274-2063
WHIT/HAVEN • SOUTHLAND MALL • 391-0044
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Religion, economics cause Gladys Scott to appear in La Traviata
of black man's downfall
IOWA CITY — "The black
does not feel grateful, nor
should he, for the limited
and grudging effort made
since World War II in his
behalf."
So state Professors Ir-
ving Kovarsky and William
Albrecht of The University
of Iowa College of Business
Administration in the ir
book "Black Employment:
The Impact of Religion,
Economic Theory, Politics
and Law." just published
by Iowa State University
Press.
The tv.o professors have
summarized the factors in
those four major fields
which they feel are pri-
marily responsible for the
economic plight of t h e
American black in 1970.
Kovarsky, who is in the
Department of Bu siness
Administration, a n d A 1-
brecht, who is in the De-
partment of Economics, felt
they +%ould have to cross
the lines of academic study
to explain the current situa-
tion.
The p r ofessors believe
racism was supported in
American life from the
beginning of the nation by
a religious system wich
saw blacks as the unworthy
sons of Ham cited in the
Old Testament, and which
strove to avoid politics.
Also involved, they said.
were an economic system
of laissez faire, which left
producers and consumers
to the mercy of the mar-
ket; the legal principles of
state rights and judicial
neutrality, which precluded
application of a law to a
case unless the law was
specifically a d dressed to
the subject; and a politi-
cal system in which even
opponents of slavery did
not believe in racial equali-
ty.
Kovarsky and Albrecht
noted that the situation for
black workers had a chance
to improve in the 1930s
SUGGESTIONS ADOPTED _ The smile on
Mrs. Joan Carter's face goes doublet That's
because this employee in the Sdministra•
tive Management Branch at the Defense
Depot Memphis received two checks for
as an indirect result of the
Depression. As the federal
government assumed re-
sponsibility for action on
unemployment, a change
in economic thinking result-
ed. Since blacks were on
the bottom of the economy,
they were beneficiaries of
changes not directly aimed
at them, the authors said.
After World War II, ad-
vances were made when
Congress adopted iubstan-
tial employment as a na-
tional policy, the U.S. gov-
ernment through the attor-
ney general's office began
to join lawsuits aimed at
black equality, and federal
contracts and bank deposits
were used as leverage for
civil rights, they said.
Racial discrimination in
employment has meant a
loss of up to $40 billion a
year in the gross national
product, a loss which af-
fects whites as well as
blacks, the two professors
said,
suggestions adopted
James W. Johnston.
with certificates and
a major field activity
Agency.
by the Depol. Mato.
right, presented her
checks. The Depot is
of the Defense Supply
ill Ill tt \
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No. 1 in the Nation Says Billboard Magazine
No. 1 in the Nation Says NATRA
No. 1 in Our Hearts Say 11/2 Million Listeners
We just want to be NO. 1 with YOU!
SOUL 1070
"The cure-all-time" has
not solved the problem,
which was disguised for
years because "grammar
school, high school, and
even universities put forth
an image of tolerance in
the United States that was
untrue. This was unfortunate
because cures are not un-
dertaken until the illness
is diagnosed," said Kovar-
sky anl Albrecht.
They said. "Government,
business and union lead-
ers could aid substantially
the black quest for fair.
employment: but it will be
necessary to shift empha-
sis from the solving of tech-
nical problems to extend-
ing meaningful aid to the
black.
-But this would require
a resolution that is, for
the most part, missing.
While much of the empha-
sis today with respect to
fair employment is on the
black, perhaps a s much
or more emphasis should
be placed on the white com-
munity."
They c o n eluded, "Too
many in our society, edu-
cators included, are
uninterested in • assuming'
responsibility: for the pat-
terhs of prejudice that have
developed over the years.
Without dedication and re-
solution there can be no
end to racial strife."
Tracy Reed,
'best face'
Tracy Reed. star of Para-
mount Television's "Bare-
foot in the Park." was nam-
ed possessor of "The Most
Beautiful Face in Tele-
vision" by a group of pro-
fessionals who should know-
several hundred of Califor-
nia's most prominent pho-
tographers.
Professional Photograph-
ers West. whose members
spend their working hours
studying the loveliest faces
in the entertainment world.
selected the 22-year-old Miss
Reed front more than
440 contestants as the most
beautiful woman in tele-
vision this season.
One hundred and, fifty-
eight of the leading com-
mercial and portrait photo-
graphers in California are
members of Professional
Photographers West. Ac-
cording to the organiza-
tion's President, Rene Laur-
sen, a special committee
was designated to pore
over hundreds of portraits
of television's top female
stars before the weight of
opinion settled overwhelm-
ingly on Miss Reed.
Miss Reed will be guest
of honor at a special ban-
quet to be held by Pro-
fessional Photog raphers
West shortly after the first
of the year.
Buy U.S.
Bonds
A regional finalist of the
Metropolitan Opera auditions
held in Memphis 2 years ago,
Gladys Scott joined the Mem-
phis State University Opera
Theater's season to sing the
role of Annina in Verdi's
perennially popular "LA
TRAVIATA." Miss Scott will
sing the principle role in
both Series A production,
which stars Metropolitan
Opera guest artists, Jean
Fenn and John Alexander;
and series B production,
which features an all-stu-
dent cast.
The visiting star perfor-
mance will be staged Satur-
day, December 5th. and the
student cast will perform on
Dec. 9. 10 and 12th. Its first
2 performances will be 1 p.m.
matinees designed chiefly
for high school sttudent
audiences. The Dec. 12th
performance will be in the
evening and all performances
will be staged in. Italian, at
Harding A c ademy Audi-
torium, located at 1000
Cherry Road.
A graduate of Tougaloo
College in Tougaloo. Missis-
sippi, Miss Scott sang lead-
ing roles in several Opera
Workshop productions, in-
cluding "Game of Chance."
"Sister Angelica". "Three-
Penny Opera" and "Lost In
The Stars." She sang the role
of Countess Almaviva in
scenes from "The Marriage
Gladys Scott, a regional finalist of the Metropolitan Opera
auditions held in Memphis 2 years ago will appear as An.
nina in Memphis State University Opera Theatre's produc-
tion of Verdi's "La Tray iata."
Tracy Reed, star of Paramount Television's "Barefoot
the Park."
Community collage
Coke Rally To Be Held
The Local Barbers' Unian
No. 734 has thrown in its
Democratic hat in support
of John Jay Hooker for
governor; Albert Gore- Unit-
ed States Senator; and Mi-
chael Osborne for Congress.
They are asking that all
reasonable citizens do like-
wise in supporting these
and other D e mocratic
in
candidates.
Thursday night at seven-
thirty, there will be a
coke rally 'at the home of
Mr. & Mrs. C. F. Morris
Sr. at 981 Alaska St. for
the candidates. The public
is cordially invited to spend
an e y ening with these
candidates. Mrs. Alma Mor-
ris- is the pres. of local
union No. 734.
WIN
$79000
PLAY
PASSWORD
C
HAPPY DAY 79
RADIO
of Figaro.' with nationally ac-
claimed young baritone, Eu-
gene Holmes, affiliate artist
at Tougaloo College, and:also
appeared with Mr. Hblmiu in
a recital of arias and duets
from "Rigoletto" and "La
Traviata." While at Tougaloo
Miss Scott toured u a solo-
ist in the College Choir ,for
four years. The soprano was
heard twice at the Mississip-
pi Arts ,Festival her junior
year, and performed the prin-
cipal role in the opera. -La
Divina" with the Tougaloo
Opera Workshop.
Last summer she appeared
with the Oberlin Summer
Music Theater at Obelin,
Ohio, in such productions
as "Madame Butterfly,"
"Carousel", "Pirates of Pen-
zance" and a contemporary
m,ork, "The Rake's Prog-
ress."
•
She is currently a student
of voice and music at Mem-
phis State University ..nd
making her debut with the
MS1J Opera Theater.
Tickets for LA TRAVIATA
go on sale at the MSU Box
Office. Monday, Nov. 16th
located in the Student Cen-
ter- or reservations may be
made by calling 321-1041,
GUIDEPOST
By Carlotta Watson, Counselor
7
By Carlotta Watson,
Counselor
Musing: Forget the slander
that you hear before you
can repeat it. Forget each
slight slur, each sneer,
wherever you meet it. Re-
member e v e ry promise
made, and keep it to the
letter; remember those who
lend you aid, and be a
grateful debtor.
Dear Carlotta:
Why is it that people
seem not to like me? I am an
only child. but I dress well.
in fact I am covidered
very attractive. I can be N
very affectionate.
WORRIED
Dear Worried: Your letter to
was short, but I seemed to
read a lot into it. I wonder
if you are a little self.cen•
tered. Like a baby, you
seem to crave love, but do
sou have time to love any-
one . . . hut YOURSELF?
You feel that you are not
appreciated by others, but
do you have time to ap.
preciate OTHERS? Since
you are an only child, you
will have Co work very
hard to make people know
that you think of them . . .
over come the possible fault
of over-lov:ng yourself. Off
hand I feel that you should
reexamine your personality
and strive to re-vamp it.
Dear Carlotta:
My little brother is just
old enough to get out. He is
10. Gee, he is about to
drive me mad. He is in
love with his teacher. He is
actually jealous of her and
the other children. What
can we•do to help him over-
come this silliness?
BIG BROTHER
Dear Big Brother: This age
_
' „DAISY
Now S bowing!!
AntrY at: 12:45 4:00 7:45
Cowboys at: 2:25 6:00 9: e
JAN STERLING
"THE
ANGRY
BREED"
633 Keel Ave.
8 rooms, 2 baths,
FRI WIS
1549.51 Maplewood St 7,750
7 rooms, 2 baths, No Down
FR I WIS Payment
VA To Make No Repairs Or
Utility Check
4606 Percy Road $10.930
5 rooms. I bath BV $250
Down
$10.250
$250
Down
$10.256
$250
Down
NO DISCRIMINATION
ANYONE CAN BUY
See Any Broker
- FOR SALE BY
U. S. GOVERNMENT
VETERANS
ADMINISTRATION
690 North 6th Street S 4.950
11 rooms, 4 baths. FR All Cash
VA To Make No Repairs Or
Utility Check
1752 Carlyle $1 7,950
6 rooms. 2 baths, $450
BY/FR 
.'own
2150 Howell Street $ 8.950
6 rooms, I bath. FR $250
Down
$10,950
$250 Down
3628 Randolph
4 rooms, I bath.
Asb SF!
3381 Rochester
4 rooms. I bath. Ash
k the stage where the af-
fections leave the family.
They may hitch on , . .
anywhere to . . . anyone.
another boy, another girl.
the teacher, etc. Do you
remember some of sour
early crushes?" Don't you
look back on them nos . . .
and call them silly? Time
will pass and so will the
crushes. He will grow UP
emoConally, and OUT of
his attachment. It will have
served its purpose. Don't
worry about it or worry
about him, too much, at
this point.
ewark New York
host 'The Hit'
This coining March. New-
ark and New York will play
host to the up and coming
film production of "THE
HIT," by Julian Mayfield.
Tom Hurt, of Woodie King
Associates, will produce the
film with the screenplay by
Ron Milner, and direction by
Ossie Davis. "THE HIT"
will be released and distri-
buted by Universal Studios.
Mayor Ken Gibson of New-
ark, as well as Imamu Ba-
raka, ( LeRoi Jones), two of
Newarks prominent citizens,
have offered their full coop-
eration uniting the creative
and political energies of the
city.
BANK REPOS
U WORK U RIDE
IF QUALIFIED
.41 Javelin H. T.
automatic, V4 0/11
64 T.Bird Landau
fall power. air 51*
'13 Pontiac Grand Prix
full power. air, real nice PIO
Ford Galion, SOS. full
olwmiur.51*
OS Mustang V4 stick  
 UN
'63 lord autaomaic littlat1m31
'OS lord automatic, air
conditioned ... 1410
63 Plymouth V-1 autwoatic. '
fury convertible .... 
_US
'67 Mustang V-1 automatic WO
II Torino GT automatic,
air condition 
 
 Still
OS Impala automatic.
air condition 
 USD
JIM McDONALD
MOTOR CO.
DISA Summer
$
ENTIRE PAPER-POOR PRINT 64 COPY
f.
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Miss Gloria Jean Haraison and Mr. Andrew Lear mond
Spellen will be married on the as of November at Park-
way Gardens Presbyterian Church. Miss Haralson is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James Haralsoe of 1410 Sontil
Avenue. She was graduated from Hamilton High School
and has attended the University of Tennessee in Knoxville
and Memphis State University. Mr. Spellen was born in
Guania, South America and is the son of the late Mr. Ed.
ward George Spellen and Mrs. Marjorie Spellen of Atlan-
ta. lie was gvaduated from Knoxville College.
.10,4
."111iss Student Nurse" named
JEFFERSON CITY. Mo.
The Department of Nursing
*gaucation of Lincoln Uni-
„-, versitv recently held its
.annual judg,ing t
• Viss Student Nurse of Dis-
Ant R. The judges announc•
• ed the winner as Miss Elainc
...
....Fennewald. a Sunior Nursurz
,,,,,Edueation Student at Lin-
coln.
The finalists were Mrs.
Russel P.i'Venney. Mr .
• Kenneth L e isinger. Miss
▪ "kary Jo Frank. and Mis,
FennewaId.
In order to qualify for the
'honor, the candidate nit.Lii
- be in the upper one-half of
_ her class, and he sele.sted
a finalist by the other
stole:its in the department.
Each entry then presents a
speech entitled "Care to
Learn, Learn to Care." •
fashionette
The vest suit in cotton-
corduroy will make the
school score this fall, says
the Men's Fashion Associa-
tion. The suit has a long
vest and stovepipe pants
to match. Extra styling
details include button flap
pockets and side slits on
yea. The ..association sug-
gests a floral print shirt
to add the right touch of
color.
=111Ir COMPLE II AFRO 1.00K — The dashiki and natu-
=a:hairstyle, cc ,:)rations of Afro-Americanism, are mere
preludes to the ionovation of French artist J e a n-P a u I
Goude, who ha - introduced the cosmetic scar pictured
above for soul sisters eve rywher e. "They emphasize
the'savage aesthetics of the face," he says in the Decem•
ter 'Esquire. Gonde's cosmetic scars vary In size, shape
and attractiveness, come in clear plastic boxes, are as
Ails), to apply as false ejelashes — and they come off with
a slight tug.
fI..ear, Irt him aft WW1 thew Peep nf Nein, v.
the op of the mehettar of ,nen and If,.
lue•smon of a World ',via /Minn
I he puree of tlsis meet dirfeelardwaal *is •
Men ortso was @wiled, tortured. bennhat and
unreasoned Sot MO, then 40 yews
He hoed dorm the lest century IC norm —
1115 GLORY OF GOD
gea.,, I Leh the Limo ,n the iorCrathao Of NOM@
Memengeri Welt hs God mom the leeip4retres of
rnen'e extelence n the ;Nomad One
of all reivons. 14es corning usher+, w, the of
Fulfillment '.80,1,0.801 ,o fha prophecies
the oat, Reha•Plieh ,rtg, Goof Plan
Iry world DOOM 1•06d1 It re, .iinn world unity
7014 I • FOP Mar Irv,
Chewy cookies Leather best buffer
happy discovery
in lunch box
Cookies are the sweet com-
plement of a well-balanced
meal packed in picnic bas-
ket, lunch box or brown pa-
per sack.
And what better compli-
ment to the man, teens or
children in your family, than
to personally prepar6 a de-
lectable dessert cooky espe-
cially for them!
The combination of ba-
nanas, nuts, spices and oat-
meal makes a flavorful
cooky.
It is, however, that special
ingredient, lard, that insures
crispness yet tenderness,
explains National Live Stock
and Meat Board home eco-
nomics expert. Reba Staggs.
BANANA OATMEAL
COOKIES
1-4 cups sifted flour
cup sugar
'1 teaspoon baking soda
teaspoon salt.
'4 teaspoon nutmeg
Ls teaspoon cinnamon
3/4 cup lard
1 egg, well beaten
1 cup mashed ripe banana
3/4 cup quick-cooking oats
cup chopped nuts
Sift together flour, sugar,
soda, salt, nutmeg and cin-
namon into mixing bowl.
Cut in lard. Add egg, banana
oats and nuts.
Beat until thoroughly blend-
ed. Drop by teaspoonfuls,
about 1'2 inches apart, onto
ungreased cooky sheet. Bake
in a hot oven (400 degrees
F.) about 15 minutes or until
cookies are done. Remove
from sheet immediately and
allow to cool on a rack.
Yield 3 to 4 dozen cookies.
"The Liberated Look" defines the Ebony Fashion Fair
which comes to Memphis, November ii. Typical of t h e
high fashion apparel to be shown is this ribless cordu-
roy slack suit from Sears The-Men's-Store. Contemporary
details include wide convertible lapels, bold front zipper,
elongated shaped jacket and flared pant legs. Completing
the total look is a print sport shirt featuring long point
collar, body shaping and deep barrel cuffs. The Ebonj
Fashion Fair, in its thirteenth year. travels to 77 cities
previewing upcoming fashions and trends of designers and
manufacturers from around the world. for the benefit of
local charities.
The best buffer between
foot and ground this fall —
or any season — is a lithe
leather sole. Only leather
gives top comfort and ap-
pearance at bottom without
sacrificing support.
Advanced techniques in
the tanning of sole leather
have , brought some impor-
tant assets to the fall foot.
wear picture, comments
Leather Industries of Ameri-
ca. Leather soles have lost
Hibachi
barbecue
The "hibachi" is a sure
way to entertain your guests
at the barbecue — just by
letting them participate in
the fun. These recipes, based
on .the Oriental "hibachi"
menus, are easy to prepare
and cook.
NI.TMAKI A LA CHABLIS
I: cup Great Western
Chablis
I pound chicken livers
4 tablespoons olive oil or
salad oil
teaspoon Tabasco
2 teaspoon salt
't teaspoon oregano
teaspoon minced onion
1 tablespoons finely chopped
parsley
I2 pound mushrooms
to pound bacon
Wash and drain livers.
combine oil. Tabasco, salt,
oregano, onion and parsley.
Add livers and mushrooms.
Let marinate hour. Fry
bacon until half cooked, and
cut into half pieces. On ske-
wers, alter nate livers,
bacon pieces and mush-
rooms. Broil 5 minutes.
Serve 4
Brother,
sister
are winners
HAWKINS, Texas.— Ethel
P. Hodge and Quenten A.
Hodge, a brother and sister
pair who are both students
at Jarvis Christian College
at Hawkins, Texas, have
been awarded grants large
enough to cover almost all
of their expenses for the
current school year. Each
has received $1,500.00 from!
the Clayton Fund in Houston,
an educational foundation
which was founded by the
late William L. Clayton, a
founder of Anderson Clayton
and Company. In addition.
$500.00 has been awarded to
Jarvis Christian College.
Beauty,
health
for hair
weight. without loss of
strength or toughness.
There's twice the flexibility
with every stretch of t h e
foot.
In addition, new leather
soles have a weather and
water-resistance guaranteed
to keep them sole-satisfying
through the shoe's lifetime.
There are also leather soles
which have been impregnat-
ed with resins and other
chemicals for extra durabili-
ty and protection against
slipping on wet streets and
slick floors.
The trim look of your
shoe lasts longer when it's
soled in leather. Leather's
tight network of fibers
checks spreading or string-
iness, so there are no fray-
ed edges or bumpy roll.
Whether the surface on
which you're standing is hot,
cold, rough or hard, leath-
er's superior insulation will
protect you so that feet feel
completely comforta-
ble. Leather is also the most
puncture-proof of all soling
materials, effectively safe-
guarding against injury or
infection from glass, rocks,
nails and other sharp objects.
There are also special cor-
rective, service and c h i 1-
dren's footwear fitted with
inner soles of bark-tan leath-
er. This is a very pliable
leather with an extra-absorb-
ent finish for people w h o
are on their feet a lot or
who have specialized shoc
needs.
CAN YOU USE
MORE CASH?
CITY FINANCE
•CONVENIENT
GP LOCATIONS
'HERE FOLKS LIKE YOU
GET PREFERENTIAL
SERVICE
Other Car Renters
asiswer to the
horns office.
Carl Carson
answers to you.
'71 DODGE
CHARGER
SALE
M.ERICA'S most stylish Sport
Now! Car can be yours at a VERYSPECIAL PRICE
ONLY $28S2
Equipped with a 225 cu. in. engine, fiberglass belted white-
wall tires, vinyl seats, heater, radio, two-tone paint, and
many, many extras.
ACT promptly as this is a LIMITED OFFER
ONLY AT
Chuck Hutton Co.
I 170 Union Ave. "51.'Years With Dodge" 725-9411D
The Texas Pharmacal
Company which has an en-
tire line, ALLERCREME, of
color-glorious cosmetics plus
lotions and potions that per-
form near-magic for allergy
sufferers (as well as the
rest of us), is making some
lovely promises for s u m-
mer. Their Allercreme Hair
Spray has a plasticizer in it
that does not pick up mois-
ture How is that for con-
quering the soggy moments
ahead before they happen?
• • •
Be happy you can get
your beauty ready-made out
of a box or bottle these
days. Chinese ladies of yes-
terday, in their search for
y
something to lengthen and
color their e ebrows, used a
solution of Chinese ink and
rose water . . . and probab-
ly prayed against rain.
"People, not objects, are
the focal point of decorating"
says the Armstrong Bu-
reau of Interior Design, and
they seem to be right. Ele-
gant tall people can look
like giants after they have
•
•
•
• If You Have Any Trouble What so nor
•
•
•
•
•
•
exchanged h I g h-eeilinged
rooms for low-hanging ones
. and little people w h o
look right and cozy in' a tiny
scaled room can look like
lost titmice in big sprawling
quarters. If you want to
know how not to make a
decorating mistake, it is all
contained in ... ARM-
STRONG DECORATING
IDEAS FOR THE ACTIVE
ROOMS available for 50c by
writing Armstrong Bureau of
Interior Design, Armstrong
Cork Company, Lancaster,
Pennsylvania 17604.
If you find it as unfoyous
as the rest of us to sleep on
hair rollers, ta,ke them out
just before going to sleep
and retire with uncombed
hair.
WANTED
00+4'
- :t•
LEAKY FAUCETS
Is that constant eicip 'seine
on your memos and minim,
yoor watier 11411 le .• op? SEE
READ SALES CI
Ilemec•te •load 111•peir Flair
11,../1 meel • .1 •aralreL.—
Pknair 27; 44251371 Jeleisien •t Wetkifefes
 •
••••• ••••
LEARN TO DRIVE
In Getting Driver licesst
CTennessee Drailvling School
BR 5-3600
.1=
JEFFERY CONST. CO
If you like your present neighborhood hut need:,
more space, don't let go of that low intere$t.b.
mortgage. We will assist you in financing or u;e:,
our EZY credit terms.
We will do the complete job.
we guarantee our work
use top quality materials
DENS - BATHS
GARAGES- CARPORTS
FREE ESTIMATES
P.gm+ CALL ANYTIME 452-2917:
al•
The Qualit.N. lient(tins. . .
bong liter
The Price is Forgotten
r
r
r
T
7
T
1
 
12"
You'll wear Stacy-Adams Shoes for years . . . knowing they're thefinest you can buy. Fine handicraftmanship ... rich styling ... Lux-
urious Leathers ... Assure you instant and everlasting comfort ... Plusgood looking styling that'll carry you through many seasons.
Downtown open 'til 5:30 P.M.
It
BEASLEY • JONES • RAGLAND
99 So. Main Street
•
•
1
••••
nee tz
•
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Mr. James White, Jr., left, of Area C o n•
trot Branch No. 2, was a recent selection as
Warehousing Division Nominee in ihe Zero
Defects Program at Defense Depot Mem•
Buy U.S.
Bonds
phis. Mr. Sam L. Godwin, storage and
Transportation Deputy Director, right, pre.
sents the award. The Depot is a major field
activity of the Defense Supply Agency.
15 doing
practice
teaching
Fifteen Le M oy ne-Owen
College se mor education
majors are doing tbeir prac-
tice teaching this semester
in public elementary schools.
A large number of seniors
will be assigned to elemen-
tary apd high school class-
rooms next semester, • ac
cording to Mrs. Ruby How•
ze, student teacher super-
visor at the college.
The fifteen carrying out
practice teaching assign-
ments are: Nadine Brown
lee, N o rris Elementary;
Jean C o 1 eman, Georgia
Avenue; E r dyne Corley,
Georgia Avenue; William
Cox. Hanley; Leatha M.
Dobbs, Hyde Park; Marga-
ret J e ffries. Cummings;
B.etty J. Mer riweather,
Dunn: Helen M. Motley,
Orlean: Regina D. Roberts,
Stafford: Jacqueline Smith,
Cummings: Beverly J. Ter-
rell, Orleans: Mary J. Wal-
ker, Alton; Martha L. Wat-
son, Lauderdale; Sybil J.
Woodard. Stafford; Emmet
Woods Jr.. Kansas.
Shown heir discussing She previous mouths operatiom of Soul
Brands Inc., during a meeting held at the Harlem House
Commissary, 347 N. Main: Mr. James Dupree, general
manager of the establishment, and Mr, & Mrs. J.P. Murrell
of Speedy Amusement Co. Seated left to right: Mrs. Ella
i.drret. Shop Manager No. 12; Mrs. 011ie Jackson, Shop
Manager No. 10; Mrs. Florence Holman, Shop Manager No.
14: Mrs Janette Praither. Relief Manager; Mrs. Eunice Hor-
ton. Manager No. 4; Mrs. Mildred Walker, Relief Manager:
Mrs. Annie Young, Shop Manager No. I; Mrs. Bobbie Batts,
Shop Manager No. IS; Mrs. Mosette Johnson, Shop Manager
No. 11; Mrs. Billie Barret, Shop Manager No. 131/4; Mrs.
Black j oh outlook termed dark HundredsHonor Dr.,
NEW YORK, — Whitney
M. Young, Jr., executive di-
rector of the National Urban
League, said the current eco-
nomic outlook for Blacks
was "more desperate than
any time since the Depres-
sion, and absolutely tragic in
MID-SOUTH'S FINEST
MOST COMPLETE SUPER MARKETS
SOUTH MIDTOWN
1232 E. SHELBY DRIVE 1620 MADISON
IWHITEHAVENI EAST
5014 POPLAR AT MENDENHALLI
OPEN 24 HAS A DAY CLOSED SUNDAY
Be sure to save your Cash Register Receipts.
$6,000 per week available for your favorite charity'
Choice
Beef Short
Ribs Lb 49
SACRAMENTO Halves or slices'
PEACHES
Total limit 3
29-oz am 70
 can
A 
SCOTT Facial Calypso or Asst. Colors
TISSUE
3 Limit 200 ct. bcN 19
PINK BEAUTY Alaska
SALMON
2 Limit 16 oz. can 6 9 810
LIBBY'S Whole Peeled
TOMATOES
3 Limit 16 oz.113
LIBBY'S Crushed or Sliced
PINEAPPLE
4 Limit 20 oz. can 250
DELTA Frozen Sliced
STRAWBERRIES
3 Limit 1001. pkg.1 80
HAWAIIAN Fruit Juice Red
PUNCH
3 Limit 46 oz. can 290
PRESTONE
ANTI-FREEZE
Gal *1 .6 9
King Cotton
Sliced
Bacon
Thick
2 Lb. Kg. $1.14
DELSEY NEW PRINT
For Boiling Lb. 190
its consequence for millions
of Black Americans.
Young's pessimism was
based largely on the results
irccce
2'ientoP
Prices in the ad effective noon. Nov 11 thru
midnight Nov 18 We reserve the
right to limit Quantities. None solu to dealers.
REYNOLD'S Turkey-wrapping size
ALUMINUM FOIL
Size 18"x25'53$
1/4 Pork
Loin
Ends & Centers Mixed
lb. 550
BLUE PLATE
MAYONNAISE at. 5 5
BRUCE Fancy Whole Sweet
YAMS 1602. caul 90
Fred Montesi Country Style
Pure Pork
Sausage
2 Lb. Bag 790
VIVA
TOWELS Jumbo Roll 350
- FRESH BEEF
LIVER
lb 430
Fresh
Ground H a M
burger
3 lb.pkg.
or more Lb. 550
Fresh
Pork
Steaks
Lb. 490
Boston Butt Lb. 380
BATHROOM 2 2-Roll
Pkg.TISSUE (4 Rolls)
VERMONT MAID
SYRUP 24 oz. bt1.3 50
VLASIC
KRAUT Qt. iar 310
HORMEL
CHILI Extra Hot W/Beans
1502. can 29$
COMSTOCK Spiced
APPLE RINGS
1•11=11.
14% oz. jar 290
BURLESON'S Pure Strained
HONEY
12 oz. Or 3540
T Fred Montesi
DELSEY New Print
BATHROOM TISSUE
2-roll
pkg.
(4 Rcils)
With this coupon and 5.00 ackditinLal
purchase excluding value of o- • Jon
merchandise (fresh milk products anti-
Freeze and tobacco excluded com-
pliance with state law). Code's's expires
noon Wednesday, r. Je.1111, 1970.
One Coupon per Family per week
4
4
ul
COUPON _ J
of the latest Quarterly Eco-
nomic Report on National
Economic Trends, issued by
the League's Research De-
partment in Washington.
"Black unemployment is
at its highest in six years,
and higher than has ever
been recorded for whites
since the Depression," Young
said. "Other factors unre-
ported in official statistics
suggest de facto rates far
higher than the reported 9
per cent Black unemploy-
ment," he said.
He cited the fact that 15
per cent of the automobile
workers on strike, not enti-
tled to unemployment com-
pensation and not officially
listed as unemployed, are
Black.
"Nor is there any relief in
sight without drastic reversal
of the apparent present Na-
tional Strategy to accept
high unemployment in return
for curbed inflation," Young
noted.
"As a matter of fact," he
added, "the report went on
to say that the widely-herald- .
ed rise in the third-quarter
gross national product is fal-
tering increase of 0.4 per
cent after price change ad- ,
justment, hardly predicating
a viable trend, for the econ-
omy."
The Report showed nation-
al trends of decline in spend-
ing, "spendable earnings."
and overtime hours; of in- 
a SCHILLING PARKWAYcreases in saving rates nd
the number of part-time
workers seeking full-t i m e
jobs: of sagging unemploy-
ment which in manufactur-
ing (where blacks have pro-
gressed especially) meant a
million job losses in the past
year; and of an almost con-
tinuous two-to-one black-to-
white umenployment ratio in-
cluding greater and more
unequal competition for the
dwindling jobs now available.
The Report also showed
that major geographical
areas of substantial unem-
ployment, where an estimat-
ed 6 per cent of all Blacks
(or 1.3 million) live, had
jumped to over 30 cities
from about 5 at the same
time last year. In addition,
a third of a II Black teen-
agers were unemployed by
early September-twice t h e
rate for white teenagers.
Mrs. Price
Hundreds of Memphians
and out-of-towners attended
a reception last Friday ho-
noring Dr. and Mrs. Hollis
F. Price.
Sponsors of the colorful
tribute to the former ore,-
ident of the college and his
wife were trustees, faculty
members, students and the
administrative staff of Le-
Moyne-Owen. The reception
was held on campus in the
Alma C. Hanson Memorial
Classified Ads
1.1.1) To sELL NOW '! I
:t to Westwood School. *Pretty 3
bedroom!. den - •11 Brick. Note $115.
Assume GI Loan. Equity 51000.
Huy Owner. 396-4218.
TRI-STATE ADS
BETHEL GROVE EXTD.
Bedroom,r  
 r ge 
garage
h r1ck 
 
. carpeted,withBuilt-in ttarh.
Range. 
spclar:orcvm. heated. Near Airways
MOVING?
For Complete
Quality Service, Local
Long Distant and
Storage,
Call 527-5297 for
Free Estimates
E-Z Storage & Van Co.
493 S. Main St.
A ROMAN
CATHOLIC NUN
who worked among Negroes and
Indians lust after the Civil war;
to learn more about her, tree!
Mother Katharine, Drexel
Guild. Sisters of the Blessed
Sacrament, 1663 Bristol Pike
Cornwells Heights, Pa. 19020 
Brick 3 Bed roosts. 2 baths. Built-in
Ranee and Oven. Carpet, fenced y a ri
Brick Duplex near Messick School 2
Bedrooms each aide, Equity Bale. Will
frarle 743-7857
shlrie5 0111500 458-8289
iciANN iDX REALTY
3214 PARK AVENUE
1969 COUGAR NR7
700% V-8 AT. PS & PB. Radio.
Commie. New Tires
Only $3.195 00
SCHILLING PARKWAY
2144 Lamar 324-3711
1969 COUGAR
2 Dr HT v-rt AT. PS. PEI Radio
With Tape Player
RF.AL NICE: ONLY 42.995.00
2144 Lamar 524-3711
- --
1969 MERCURY MARQ1IS
4 Door V-13 A.T. P.S.
F Ft. Factory Air. Vinyl Roof
one Owner. Very Clean s3195 00
SCHILLING PARKWAY
2:44 Lama r 324-3111
1970 NIF:Rt-URY stARQuis
4 Door. V-8. AT.. P.S P.B
Factory Air. One Owner
Only s3385 00
SCHILLING PARKWAY
2144 Lamar 324-3711
Boss Ugly Bob
RECORD SHOP
1 Take This Wenn Off The
Corner James Spence
2. Sweet Woman's Love
Greater Davis
3. Big Leg Woman
isreal 1 Wpm.
4 Heaven Help Us All
Stevie Wonde•
5. Chains & Thangs
Ei B in q
6 Tears of a Clown
M., a. e,
7 Eat Out More Often
Ruddy Ply Moore
8 I Am Somebody
ronnny 1 ay.°
9. Keep On Loving Me
Bobby Stand
10. Moving Too Fast
Nightingales
BOSS PICK ALBUM
"this...-- 
Ray e '
Only 78(
With This Ad
Boss Ugiy Bob 
—Record Shop
726 Mclemore
At Nksissippi Blvd.
/ i'
•
Hattie Dotson, Shop Manager No. 6; Mrs. Venetia Horse,
Shop Manager No. 7; Mrs. Lucille Umber, Shop Manager
No. R. Standing left to right; Mr. Huston Bell, Commissary
Manager: Mrs. Januita Reynor, Bookkeeper; Mr. Thomas
Supervisor; Mr. Raymond Stone. Maintaince Man ; Mrs. Car.
Wiley, Assistant Commissary Manager; Mr. Lenard Taylor,
olyn Cash, Supervisor; Mr. T. Eleven King, Stock Holder;
Mrs. Mildred; Murrell; Mr. J.P. Murrell; Mr. James D. Du-
pree. The Murrells distribute the Seeburg Co., Inc., equip-
ment. For placemnt of the 1571 model juke box and cigarette
machines, phone 714-1801.
Student Center.
Dr. Price was presented a
unique plaque: Mrs. Althea
Price also received a gift.
Dr. Price, who retired
from the college post last
summer, is now an execu-
tive officer for WMC-TV.
The reception coincided
with the fall meeting of the
LeMoyne-Owen b o ard of
trustees.
Buy U.S.
Savings
Bonds
District 4 says:
lets' get together
Now that election is over
we hope that you can say
that you did your part to
make the election of the ones
that you hope will do the
things that are right for all
citizens.
We in District 4 know
that there is a lot to be done
now that we are in the city
paying city fees and not
getting all that we deserve.
And it is for certain we will
never get it if we don't all
come together for one com-
mon cause. For we all have
some of the same problems.
We will have to let the peo-
ple in power know our needs
as taxpayers.
Committees are being
formed to get us all together
as people. All in our area
bound by points North Shel-
by Drive, South Holmes Rd.
West Highway 61, East Hill-
brook and areas within 2
miles either way from the
boundaries named we will
be glad to have you.
Our fund drive will be un-
derway very soon for we do
hope to help the needy in
our area. And we hope to
have hero from you that are
able to do. If you have news
of some one that needs help
please call 396-5218 and the
case will be looked into.
Please call Mrs. Jennette
Carr— 398-2206. chairman ei
the Fund drive on eakes,
and Mrs. Ernestine McFer•
rin, 398-2474, chairman of
fund drive for Cook Books-4
nice gifts for Christmas.
Our next meeting will bi
Nov. 17, 1970. The -place
will be named later.
We hope that you will bet
at this meeting as we haw
to have reports from Com-
m ittees.
We are glad to have ge:
Streeter to meet with tyr
He will head our politiaaC
movement for we feel
has the know how to get the
job done as we see it dose:
in other neighborhoods.
Its the squeaky MA/_
that gets the grease. Bo
lets be heard by the peoga:
that need to hear our ne413.!
OPERATOR WANTED
NEW STATION
AT
Thomas & Chelsea
TRAINING AVAILABLE
MINIMUM INVESTMENT
•  • • • • • • • II CALL
I. G. RENCHER
948-5691
396-6351 After 6:00 P.M. •
101110
"90 %A t 4ction"
CALL: Mr. Hermon Mitchell
NOW IS THE RIGHT TIME!
• HOME BUYING • NEW JOBS • RUMMAGE SALES
• HOME SELUNG • NEW CARS • HOME IMPROVEMENTS
For Quick Results CALL: 526-8397
For
ADS"
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Sports Horizon
In the early goings the Memphis Pros had their
followers skeptical about whether they could cut it in
the American Association. After seven games the
Proa-held a dismal 2-5 record, with four of the set-.
back'. coming at home in the Mid-South Coliseum. It
was Obvious that the Pros weren't whining many cus-
tometi with those early showings. Only one Coliseum
crowd-topped 2,000. Coach Babe McCarthy, at a loss
tryini to explatin his team's slow start, signed 6-8
Billy .Jones who had been cut by the Baltimore Bul-
lets.
.at week the pros did a complete reversal, win-
ning:four straight games, including three on the
road.-The rejuvenated Pros returned home from a
convtring 105-96 triumph over Pittsburgh last Sun-
day ed the young franchise was expecting its largest
crowt.for the Texas Chaparrals meeting on Monday
of th at- week.
2 was against the Chaps that the Pros' recent
succeiaia was initiated. Coming on the heels of a
shellacking by Bill Sharman's Utah Stars Memphis
whipped Texas in Sikeston, Missouri 114-112 on a last
m Mute rebound shot by Gerald Govan. Skeeter Swift
came off the bench to score 27 points. Swift's best
night of the season tied him for high honors with
Jimmy Jones.
Despite a poor last quarter, the Pros jumped
to a 61-45 bulge at the half and held on for a 112-
106 victory over the Floridians. Steve and Jimmy
Jones, the backbone of the Memphis attack, each
scored 23 paints but the Floridians got 32 from Mack
Calvin for the game's top scorer. Wendell Ladner
grabbed 19 rebounds to aid the Memphis cause.
Taking a well needed rest after three consecutive
games the Pros journeyed to Indianapolis and won
their biggest game of the year, upsetting the Indiana
Pacers, 98-93. The Pacers, with a frontline of Bob
Netolicky, Mel Daniels and Art Becker, scored over
75 points to help the Pacers notch an easy win in
the Coliseum. A good defensive job held all but All-
Pro Daniels in check. While the Pros got a team ef-
fort it was Steve Jones with 22 points and Govan's
16 rebounds whioh stood out. The Pacers' Daniels
had a great night with 28 tallies and 29 rebounds.
He holds the record in the ABA with single total of
34. .
Last Sunday the Pros vaulted into a second place
tie with Indiana after their victory over the Con-
dors in Pittsburgh. Steve Jones led the Pros with 19
but Lee Davis got 17. It was the big 6-8 center's
best night as a Pro. Jimmy Jones had his injured
ankle stepped on again but Coach McCarthy says
his star playmaker will be okay.
Al Cueto, Davis, Swift and Wilber Jones are
giving the Pros good relief jobs as the team seemed
to be finishing stronger. Billy Jones, brought in to
DEFENDER Page 13
Willie James Patterson, known as "Little Willie" is a
Brave little Fellow. Although he is little in stature, he is
getting big and world-known in the singing field. Willie 13,
is a gospel singer from his heart. He is an "A" student at
the Lakeview school. Until a month ago he and his d a d,
Petterson, were lead singers of the Southland Sing-
ers, This group was a part of the 55,000 people who packed
Neeland stadium at Knoxville, Tennessee this year for the
Billy Graham Crusade. Willie and his father have now
formed a family singing group which consist of Willie's
sister Mary who is 16, brother, Floyd ii, and a cousin
Erma 16. The group will be called "Little Willie Patterson
and the Patterson Singers." Their first appearance will be
Dec. 6. Any musicians interested in joining them call
James Patterson 3964737.
give added bench strength has been released due to
the improved play of the Memphis back-up men. The
Virginia Squires and Charlie Scott are scheduled to
invade the Coliseum next Tuesday night with the
Floridians due back on Thursday.
SPORTS BRIEFS
Grambling spattesed Arkansas AM&N 41-13 for
its sixth win against two losses. It was homecoming
for the Tigers and their first win at home. One of
those two losses, a 7-10 heartbreaker to Alcorn, may
cost Grambling the SWAC crown. Alcorn seems headed
for its second straight conference title . . . Tennessee
State rolled handily over Morris Brown and barring
a major upset should be undefeated. A bowl bid may
be extended the Big Blue if its record is unmarred.
Southwestern's Ralph Allen and Herman Morris
were standouts in the Lynxo's win over Washington
and Lee. Allen, the state decathlon champ from Tech.
pulled in three touchdown passes from Steve Warren
and Morris, a Lester grad, went over the 700 yard
marker to top the best who have lugged the pigskin
for the Red and Blaok . . . Louisville, beaten badly
by Memphis State here last year, never forgot as the
Cardinals won a trip to the Pasadena Bowl with a
40-27 win over the Tigers. MSU goes against cou-
rageous Wichtta today.
4
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KROGER FRESH
FRYERS
lb.25 4
LEAN FRESH
PICNICS
lb. 374
COUNTRY STYLE SLICED
BACON
lb. 49 4
PURE
CRISCO
3-lb 
39,
can
VEGETABLE
with coupon
GIANT SIZE
FAB
3.1bs.69 4
,..z.
5-lb.
PILLSBURY
FLOUR
49
bag with coupon
4
WASHED RED
POTATOES
201b.99 4
bag
GOLDEN RIPE
BANANAS
lb. 12 4
NEW SWEET
POTATOES5
 
lbfso. 4 9
FAMILY PAKFRYER BREASTS .
lb. 5 5 t
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MEAT
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PIES 48 on. each 1 7
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CARLA MAKES SE NTIMENTAL STOP
During tier visit to Memphis Carla stopped at Stax's new
office, on Avalon near Madison. While there she called and
made out cards to dics Jockys around the country thankingthem for playing her newest release, "I Love You Like
I Love My Own Life"„
First with the
Made-for-Menthol
blend
The fabulous and viva-
cious Miss Carla Thomas re-
cently stopped in Memphis
making a big move to Cali-
fornia from Washington D.
C. During her stay, which
she kept extending because
of what she called sentimen-
tal ties to Memphis. the city
in which she was born and
raised, Carla had the usual
full agenda, although the pur-
pose of the trip was to rest
for numerous screen tests on
the coast, for television and-
movies.
The attractive singing dau-
ghter of Rufus ("Funky
Chicken") Thomas called the
disc, jockeys around the
country to thank them for
playing her latest release
"I Like You Like I Love
My Own Life" on the Stax
label.
The move to California is
a relatively big one for
Carla, who has had her eyes
on an acting career. When
asked why she had to go to
Califirnia for a screen test
she stated, "The way the
industry is today, when some-
body wants you for a part it
is best to be close at hand.
When a producer mentions
your name they also ask if
you are in town.
During her stay in Mem-
phis Miss Thomas visited
Stax Records where she
called orogram directors and
disc jockeys to thank them
for nlayine her nes% release.
"I Love You Like I Love
My Own Life."
During her stay she paid a
visit_ to George Kline of
WRIIQ raid°. where they
talked over old times from
Carla's Gee Wiss years in
Memphis. Kline produces the
show Talent Party a youth
oriented program on which'
Carla cut several tapes to
be used for later shows.
She also paid a visit to
WDIA radio, where she did
Focus Youth. hosted by
one of her old friends
from Memphis and Tennessee
A—I State University, ed
Harris news director o f
WDIA. During her visit to
WDIA she also talked with
Jessie Turner, president of
Tri-State Bank of Memphis
and civil rights worker. She
also talked to Mark Stans-
burry of former reporter for
Tri-State Defender and now
public relations with Holi-
day inns of America.
When asked how she would
enjoy California Miss Tho-
mas said "I think I'll like it,
I spent a month there at the
popular Santa Monica
Boulevard show spot." Ap-
pearing with Miss Thomas in
California were the Bar-Kays
who are considered by many
to be the outstanding soul-
rock units in the nation.
Carla, who used to sing
with the late Otis Redding,
and who appeared on tele-
vision with Sam and Dave re-
cently received much ac-'
claim for her performance at
the Royal Box of the Hotel
Americana in New York, at
Chicago's Mister Kelly's,
at the Village Gate in New
York: Boston's Sugar Shack
and at the Carter Baron The-
atre in Washington D.C.
Last year she and singer Joe
Tex made an exciting tour
of Europe in which they mad
show business headlines.
Though considered one of
the best female vocalist in
the country, Carla has an
eye on an acting career, that
the reason for the move to
California, she will not step
into her dramatic career
without experience.
She graduated from Tenn-
essee State with a major in
While in Memphis Carla stopped at WHBQ-
TV studios for shooting two of her songs. To
be seen on George Kline's Talent Party.
English and a minor in
speech and cirania. She stud-
ied drama under Dr. Thomas
E. Poag. one of the most out-
staniding black dramatist
in the country. While study-
ing her Master's degree in
English at oHward Universi-
ty, Carla also appeared in a
few of the dramatic presen-
tations. Following her gradu-
ation from Howard Universi-
ty. shee studied at the Amer-
ican Academy of Dramatic
Arts: Harry Mastrogeorge,
visiting professor of dramat-
ic arts at Brandeis Universi-
ty and lecturer at the Ameri-
can Academy of Dramatic
Arts and she also studied
under John Strasberg at
Actor's Studio.
Carla recalled the time she
and her father. Rufus Thom-
as who's a Memphis disc joc-
key and a recording star in
his own right, walked hand-
in-hamd to a small struggling
recording studio, known as
Stax. "that's where I did,
"I Love You." This was a
first hit for me and Stax. It
sold something like 200,000
copies."
She continued. -It was
really strange, not only did I
make hits but daddy eventu-
ally got around to doing his
She is shown above putting much semi Into
her performances.
thing, "Like Funky Chick-
en" and "Walking the Dog.'
"Daddy is a real pro and he
"MIND
• r
did a lot for my career I
think I get most of my:dea-
tivity from him." 1.10.•
MM.
40.00
II
the old (ice Wise Days in Memphis. She made a gift of her
Carla Thomas and George Cline got Into a discussion abnlit
best selling albumn Memphis Queen Ind single, I Lose You
'Like I Lose My Own Life.
Low income residents helped
NASHVILLE. Tenn. — Dr.
James H. Murray, director
of the Matthew Walker
Health Center. and Dr. David
J. Candish. director ot Legal
Services of Nashville, Inc.
(LSON, announced today a
joint program of legal as-
sistanc^ for low income resi-
dents ;n the 'lna)th Cen:cr
service area.
The program headed by
R. B. J. Campbelle Jr. in-
volves the opening of a
neighborhood law office in
the Matthew Walker Health
Center. 1501 Herman St,
and will be staffed by 1 w-
-
yers from the legal service
office.
Both the health cen:er and
LSON are funded by , the
Office of Economic Oppiirtu-
nity. The new health center
grant is administered through
the M e t ropolitan .ketion
Com .o
The legal service is offered
without cost to users of the
health center. Legal advice
and actual court re-
presentation .is given in
civil cases such as loan com-
pany p r oblems, Juvenile
Court cases, child support,
and landlord problems. Ad-
r-WWW4.
OPEN TsHpElScISAALTIJARLDEAJNOTNILLY FOR THIS.. I 0 P.M.
NEVER BEFORE SALE
50% OFF REGULAR PRICE! SPECIAL PURCHASE OF (5) FIVE
GIANT CARLOADS FROM FAMOUS NORTH CAROLINA MFG.. OF HIGHER QUALITY FURNITURE!!
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OVER 1,780
PIECES
IN STOCK
FOR
SPECIAL
SELLING!
This 11 the Greatest Sa'• el
I1 'Kind We're Ever Seen!
t I s, 10 WA&
fit bika *
WHILE IT LASTS!
50% OFF! FBURYNAISHINYDOIUVIRDUHAOLMPEIETCOEYSOOUR ATSASCTOEM, PBLEECTAEUSGEROCUFPTSH,E HUGE SELECTION.
YES, 50% SAVINGS ON 1,781 ITEMS! THESE AND SAMPLE PRICES!
Triple Dresser
Mirror No. a, T.4)
Chest-on-Chest
Headboard 01“
Night Stand
Buffets
Hutch
Bookcase
China
Dining Table
Side Chairs
Arm Chairs
Closed Bookcase
Mirrors
Bachelor Chest
Corner Desk
isr Tele)
34.34-1.4,te 701
REG.
289"
57"
284"
83"
91"
230"
228".
230"
296"
171"
40"
44"
249"
59"
115"
115"
SAVE
144"
28"
142"
41"
45"
115"
114"
115"
148"
85"
20''
22"
124"
29"
57"
57"
SALE
144"
28"
142"
41"
45"
115"
114"
115"
148"
85"
20"
22"
124"
29"
57"
57"
Sorry We Can't List All The Pieces!
ALL FIRST QUALITY
This a merchandise you can really be proud oft
No Seconds—No
Damaged Goods!!
FURNITURE
COMPANY
"Quality Furniture.-Quantity Prices
3339 JACKSON AVE. 
 327-7388
WAREHOUSE Ogees. S..••11 {Tam. /orison Ili.•nre5',,...4.• old 4114e.lo• F Dea••
OPEN
EVERY
NITE
mi
P.M.
Panel Bed am,. with reeii,..,4
Panel Bed rr*i")
Headboard 041..,
Chair Back Headboard
Spindle Headboard
Bunk Beds
Bookcase Desk
Cabinet Desk
Commode
Mite Stand
Sideboard
Hutch
Side Chair
Arm Chairs a Styles le cheese Ire")
REG. SAVE
102" 51"
102" 51"
80" 40"
124" 62"
129" 64"
346" 173°'
115" 57"
126" 63"
115" 57"
113" 56"
173" 86"
231" 115''
28"
71" 35"
5 7 2S
S•oci — F C ornia•F Sonia—Dealers Welcom•
EASY TERMS! FREE DELIVERY!!
Over 1,780 Items To Choose From
71;
RN,
•
SALE
51"
51"
40"
62"
64"
173"
57''
63"
57"
56"
86"
115'1
28'1
35"
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